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December 20, 2013

Dear Graduate:

Congratulations on one of the happiest, most memorable, and most important days of your life – the day of your graduation!

The University of Houston is a very special place. It is the place that welcomed you, helped you grow intellectually, and encouraged you on your journey. It is the place that has provided you with the life experiences to work, feel at home, and succeed anywhere in the world.

Several factors contributed to your success. The support of your parents and families, and the encouragement of your faculty, advisors, and staff played a significant part. But the most important factor is you, and the motivation, determination, and drive that brought you to the day of your graduation, and will continue to serve you as you make your mark on your community and the world.

As you leave here today – proud alumnus or alumna – know that you are a member of the best prepared, best educated, and best equipped class the University of Houston has ever produced.

With my best wishes for a successful career and a bright future,

Renu Khator
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Commencement Program
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College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Processional
Grand Marshal Steven Wallace
  Faculty Senate President and Professor
Commencement Marshal Lawrence Curry
  Professor Emeritus
Faculty
College Banner Bearer
Platform Party
President Renu Khator

Posting of the Colors
UH Army ROTC

National Anthem
Members of Moores School of Music Concert Chorale

Welcome and Introductory Remarks
Renu Khator
  President

Greetings
The Honorable Paula M. Mendoza
  Member, University of Houston System Board of Regents
Cedric Bandoh
  President, Student Government Association
Michael Pede
  Associate Vice President for Alumni Relations

Presentation of President’s Medallion
Inprint
  Represented by Mark Wawro
    Member, Inprint Board of Directors
    Co-Chair, Inprint/UH Liaison Committee

Presentation of Academic Honors
Paula Myrick Short
  Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Dean Presents the Candidates

Conferral of Degrees
President Khator

Alma Mater
Members of Moores School of Music Concert Chorale

Recessional

Event music provided by Moores School of Music Brass Quintet
Commencement Program
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Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel and Restaurant Management
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Deans Present the Candidates

Conferral of Degrees
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Alma Mater
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Event music provided by Moores School of Music Brass Quintet
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   Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Deans Present the Candidates

Conferral of Degrees
President Khator

Alma Mater
Members of Moores School of Music Concert Chorale

Recessional

Event music provided by Moores School of Music Brass Quintet
The History of the University of Houston

The University of Houston's proud heritage dates back to its founding in 1927. In the beginning, UH was known as Houston Junior College. Classes for the first 230 students were held at San Jacinto High School and were taught by a faculty of eight. Over the years, the junior college grew and prospered, officially becoming the University of Houston in 1934. Two years later, the institution acquired land for a permanent campus and its first building, the Roy G. Cullen Building, opened in 1939. The university became a state institution in 1963.

Today, the University of Houston is a Carnegie-designated Tier One public research university, serving more than 40,000 students, with more than 300 undergraduate and graduate programs. UH stands at the forefront of education, research and service, with more than 40 research centers and institutes, and sponsors more than 300 partnerships with corporate, civic and governmental agencies. UH public service and community activities, such as cultural offerings, clinical services, policy studies and small-business initiatives, serve a diverse metropolitan population. Likewise, the resources of the Gulf Coast Region complement and enrich the university's academic programs, providing students with professional expertise, practical experience and career opportunities. UH has awarded more than 268,000 degrees, and approximately 80 percent of our alumni remain in the Houston area.

The University of Houston System

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, teaching centers offering University of Houston degrees and classes opened in Clear Lake, downtown Houston and Victoria. Over time, these teaching centers became free-standing universities, offering education and opportunity to their communities. The University of Houston System was legally established in 1977. Today, the UH System is the region's largest provider of comprehensive university services from the baccalaureate to the doctorate. The UH System plays a primary role in meeting the higher education needs of the Houston metropolitan area and Texas. It is comprised of four universities and six teaching centers. The accredited universities in the UH System are: University of Houston, UH-Downtown, UH-Clear Lake and UH-Victoria. The teaching centers are UH Sugar Land, UHS at Cinco Ranch, UH Northwest, UHD Northwest, UHCL Pearland and UHS at Texas Medical Center.
Academic Regalia

Academic costumes of today have a history of nearly eight centuries. In medieval Europe, all townspeople wore long flowing robes and gowns. The materials and colors were governed by royal decree. Gradually, distinctive gowns were developed for the various professions, trades and guilds. Scholars wore robes and hoods to protect their shaved heads. Later, skullcaps were worn on the head, and the hoods became a cape that could be pulled over the head during unpleasant weather. As additional universities were founded, distinctive forms of the gown and hood were adapted by their faculties for bachelors (apprentices of the arts), masters (teachers) and doctors (teachers who had completed postgraduate studies). When caps and hats came into fashion in the 15th century, the hoods became ornamental, draped over the shoulders and down the back. The academic hat was first worn as a symbol of the master’s degree and existed in various forms. The mortarboard style comes to us from Oxford University. When academic costumes came to America in 1754, styles were quite varied. In Europe, they still are; however, in our country, usage has been standardized by the Intercollegiate Code of Academic Costume.

C. T. Bauer College of Business

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Dark Blue

Master's Degree
Hood: Drab
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

College of Education

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Light Blue

Master's Degree
Hood: Light Blue
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood (Ed.D.): Light Blue
Hood (Ph.D.): Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

Cullen College of Engineering

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Orange

Master's Degree
Hood: Orange
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel and Restaurant Management

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Navy

Master's Degree
Hood: Navy, Red and White
Tassel: Black

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Citron

Master's Degree
Hood: Citron
Hood (Music Only): Pink
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Hood (Music Only): Pink
Tassel: Red

College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Golden Yellow

Master's Degree
Hood: Golden Yellow
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

College of Technology

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Maroon

Master's Degree
Hood: Maroon
Tassel: Black
CEREMONIAL SYMBOLS

THE SEAL
Throughout history, seals have been used to authenticate official documents. The University of Houston’s and UH System’s seals both bear the Official Seal of Arms of General Sam Houston, as handed down to him from his noble ancestors. It includes the escutcheon in the center of the seal – consisting of checkered chevrons denoting nobility – and three martlets, gentle lowland birds that symbolize peace and deliverance. A winged hourglass is placed above the shield. Surmounting this is the motto “In Tempore,” meaning “In Time.” The greyhounds indicate speed of giving aid. The UH seal was first adopted in 1938 as the present campus was established. Although the look of the seal has evolved over the years, the first version was etched into the floor of the Roy G. Cullen Building.

UNIVERSITY MACE
The Mace, which is carried in academic processions, is a staff symbolizing the university’s authority and unity. The tradition of the academic mace began in the late 14th century when two ancient instruments, the royal scepter and the battle mace, were combined to form a university president’s symbol of authority.

THE ALMA MATER
All hail to thee,
Our Houston University.
Our hearts fill with gladness
When we think of thee.
We’ll always adore thee
Dear old varsity.
And to thy memory cherished,
True we’ll ever be.

Words and music by Harmony Class of 1942
President's Medallion

Inprint

Founded in 1983, Inprint has championed the art and appreciation of creative writing and made Houston a national focal point for the literary arts. Inprint programs and events serve more than 10,000 people annually, keeping the literary life of Houston thriving and diverse.

Inprint’s literary performance programs are nationally known and respected. The Inprint Margarett Root Brown Reading Series, now in its 33rd season, has presented in Houston more than 300 leading writers from 26 countries and 6 continents, including winners of 55 Pulitzer Prizes, 53 National Book Awards, and 7 Nobel Prizes, as well as 16 U.S. Poets Laureate—and Inprint has brought many of these writers to the University of Houston for craft talks and Q&A with UH Creative Writing Program (UH CWP) students. Cool Brains! Inprint Readings for Young People is a family-friendly series presenting the nation’s top middle-grade authors free of charge. All Inprint readings are low cost or free and connect Houston readers and writers with the world’s most acclaimed authors.

Inprint also offers more than 35 creative writing workshops annually, usually 8-10 weeks in length, for aspiring writers, K-12 teachers, senior citizens, at-risk youth, and health-care workers.

Central to Inprint’s mission is its commitment to supporting the nation’s next generation of leading writers. To this end, since 1983 Inprint has awarded more than $2.7 million in fellowships, prizes, and other support to UH CWP graduate students. This support has helped to attract some of the nation’s best emerging writers to Houston, who publish books, win nationally competitive awards, serve as educators, and enrich the cultural life of Houston and other communities nationwide.

Since its inception Inprint has maintained a strong alliance with the UH CWP. In 1991, a $1 million anonymous gift to Inprint established an endowment to provide fellowships in honor of the organization’s founding President C. Glenn Cambor. Several years later, Inprint raised $3 million to increase the endowment and establish the UH Cullen Foundation Chair in Creative Writing, held jointly by faculty members Antonya Nelson and Robert Boswell.

Inprint hires UH CWP students, faculty, and alumni to teach Inprint writers workshops. Inprint’s annual support of Gulf Coast, a nationally renowned literary journal housed at UH and staffed by UH CWP students, has totaled nearly $250,000 since the journal’s founding.

This year, Inprint’s direct support of the UH CWP will be more than $178,000. Through the years, Inprint support has enriched the writing lives of more than 500 students who have published more than 200 books.

Accepting the President’s Medallion for Inprint is Mark Wawro, longtime member of the Inprint Board of Directors and former Inprint President and Chairman. Wawro is Co-Chair of the Inprint UH Liaison Committee.
University of Houston alumnus Herman Suit and his wife Joan have dedicated their careers to science and medicine. Both made substantial contributions to their respective fields, and they both continue to support UH’s efforts to prepare future generations of researchers.

The Suits established the Eby Nell McElrath Fellowship in Chemistry, named for Herman Suit’s former UH professor, and contributed to the John L. Bear Presidential Endowed Fellowship in Chemistry, named for the former Dean of the College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics. They also have funded scholarships and supported the expansion of the M.D. Anderson Library and The Honors College, and generously contributed to the Library Excellence Fund, the Natural Sciences and Mathematics Fund, the UH Alumni Association, and the Library Enrichment Memorial and Honorarium Fund.

Herman Suit is a noted medical visionary who contributed his talents to the National Cancer Institute and M.D. Anderson Cancer Center. It was at M.D. Anderson, where he worked for 11 years, that he developed an effective strategy of combining radiation and conservative surgery that achieve limb preservation and function for patients with sarcomas of the extremities, and also designed and fabricated medical devices. From 1970 to 2000, he was chief of radiation oncology at Massachusetts General Hospital and professor of radiation oncology at Harvard Medical School. He was a pioneer in the use of proton radiation therapy for curative treatment of cancer patients. Today, he does some teaching and writes on a full-time basis.

He earned his Bachelor’s degree in Biology from UH in 1948, a Master’s in Biochemistry and a Doctor of Medicine from Baylor College of Medicine, and a Doctor of Philosophy in Radiation Biology from Oxford University. He was awarded a Doctor of Humane Letters degree, honoris causa, by UH in 2011, and the Distinguished Alumni Award from the UH Alumni Association in 2005.

Joan Suit, who earned her Ph.D. from Stanford University, is a retired senior research scientist with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where she worked with Nobel Laureate Salvador Luria.

The University of Houston is proud to honor this exceptional couple who have made it their lifelong mission to improve the health of our fellow citizens and provide the inspiration and the financial resources for students to follow in their footsteps and for faculty members and researchers to excel in the lab and the classroom.
President's Medallion

Charles T. Bauer Foundation

Charles T. “Ted” Bauer believed three things were crucial to developing successful community and industry leaders – education, technology, and opportunities for young people. These three principles became hallmarks for both the man and the foundation that was named for him.

The Charles T. Bauer Foundation has long supported programs, initiatives, and projects that have bolstered America’s educational landscape. The University of Houston is among many institutions that have benefitted from the foundation’s generosity.

The foundation has provided support for one of UH’s newest facilities, the Classroom and Business Building, which offers students state-of-the-art classrooms, a campus-wide testing center, and an enhanced UH Writing Center.

UH students also have benefitted significantly from the foundation’s support of the Ted Bauer Leadership Certificate Program. Through this program – located in the C.T. Bauer College of Business – some of UH’s best and brightest students hone their management and decision-making talents under the watchful eye of noted faculty and business professionals.

The foundation also has extended its generosity to a number of other organizations dedicated to Houston’s community and educational growth.

Ted Bauer was a longtime friend of UH who helped to grow our business school into a nationally recognized college. Co-founder and former CEO of A I M Management Group Inc., Mr. Bauer contributed a personal gift of $40 million to UH in 2000. Those funds planted the seeds for the ever-growing C.T. Bauer College of Business. Through his support, the college has steadily evolved its academic offerings and top ranked programs.

Bauer’s remarkable gift was matched by his passion to see students succeed. It also was orchestrated by the college’s leadership, which included its late dean, Arthur D. Warga, and retiring Associate Dean Robert A. Casey, Jr., both of whom were instrumental in steering the Bauer College toward bold academic frontiers.

Bauer passed away in 2004 at the age of 85, but his legacy thrives through both the foundation and college that bears his name.

Accepting the President’s Medallion on behalf of the Charles T. Bauer Foundation is Darren Wolfman, foundation trustee.
Academic honors are based on the requirements of the catalogue year students entered the university. The final designation for honors is determined by the Provost’s Office upon final completion of all degree requirements.

**PRE-FALL 2010 CATALOGUE**

Undergraduate students who complete their degree requirements under any catalogue prior to Fall 2010 will graduate with the stated academic honors if they achieve the following grade point averages earned in the last sixty-six (66) hours completed at the University of Houston.

- 3.75 to 4.0  Summa Cum Laude (with Highest Honors)
- 3.50 to 3.74  Magna Cum Laude (with High Honors)
- 3.25 to 3.49  Cum Laude (with Honors)

**FALL 2010 CATALOGUE TO PRESENT**

Undergraduate students who complete their degree requirements under, and since, the Fall 2010 catalogue will graduate with the stated academic honors if they achieve the following grade point averages earned in the last fifty-four (54) hours completed at the University of Houston.

- 3.90 to 4.0  Summa Cum Laude (with Highest Honors)
- 3.70 to 3.89  Magna Cum Laude (with High Honors)
- 3.50 to 3.69  Cum Laude (with Honors)

*The roster of graduates and candidates for graduation does not include the names of those students who chose to withhold information under the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act.*
Candidates for Graduation
December 2013

Doctor of Philosophy

Je’ Anna Abbott ¹ Sexual Harassment: Evaluating Organizational Responsibility Attributes and Organizational Responses to Minimize Liability
Advisors: Dr. Teri Longacre
Bingxin Li ¹ Two Essays on Crude Oil Futures and Options Markets
Advisors: Dr. Kris Jacobs

Magna Cum Laude

Darshankumar Lakhani
Tze Yang Lim
Jerry Wayne Mason ¹
Franklin Bryan McAnally
Bradley McDonald ¹
Travis Newton
Lesley Catherine O’Connor
Alfredo Alberto Oran
Sarah Monica Paredes
Robert Petr
Helen Piria
Gabriel Nichols Powell
Adam Michael Priesmeyer
Neela Rammal ¹
William Rhoads
Jairo Rojas ¹
Saman Saghan ¹
Nisha Sam ¹
Rati Saxena ¹
Omar Siam
Conan Song
Steven Stone
Christina Tai
Kenny Yun Siang Tiong
Grace Truong ¹
Jarrett Tyler ¹
Zeheeda Ahmed Umatty
Alexander Valdez
Saba Valliani
Monica Walker
Asuka Watanabe
Dennis Weber
Austin Werner ¹
Ye Wu
Maria Andreina Yaraure Reyes ¹

Cum Laude

Master of Business Administration

Derek Abrahamson ¹
Robert Benton Alderman
Denise Lashelle Alex ¹
Phillippe Anchondo ¹
Megan Aranson ¹
Andrew Chit-Man Au
Ryan Black
Cheryl Bradley ¹
David Brael ¹
Robert Wade Carter
Pankaj Chopra ¹
Jonathan Cohen ¹
Robert Curry ¹
Kerim Davis
Anthony James DeGraff ¹
Preetam Desai ¹
Lakshmi Bala Naga Ar Doradia ¹
Steven Robert Dudgeon ¹
Adam Galland
Bradley Gearhart
Julia Goloshubina ¹
Maria Elizabeth Gonzalez De Izarra
Maria Grasso ¹
Amandeep Grewal
Bryson Grover
Adrienne Denise Hall
Matthew Hansen
Stacie Lynne Hartney
Zane Hickman
Andrew House
Amanda Nicole Hoxter ¹
Jason Huang
Jason Richard Hubert ¹
Zane Hwang
Mohamed Jaalid ¹
Kevin Jackson
Leyster Lomongo Jumawan
Sofia Katchi ¹
Richard Chad Kniffen
Shawn Edward Kuehn

Dean’s Award - * Banner bearer

Shams Kamal
Salman Khanani
Shannon Lee Kolosov ¹
Linda La
Xin Li
Judy Lin
Michael Lin
Jinglu Liu ¹
Natalia Malikova
Cody Martinson
Stephanie Marie-Yuan McMillan
Adil Momin
An Thi Phuoc Nguyen ¹
Assel Pacheco Palmeirim
Nicholas Ryan Ramirez
Lauren Ann Robicheaux
Lynn Katherine Rushlow
Louis Strecro Shocket ¹
Kimisha Elizabeth Smith
Khai Chi Tran
Russell Thomas Tuncap
Jainfa Venkani
Tian Wang ¹
Qiwei Wang
Xiaoqian Wang
Chenyao Wei
Xian Wu ¹
Yi Xiong
Michele Yagi ¹

Master of Science

Danish Bana ¹
Marah Banks ¹
Garrett Duane Becker ¹
John-Marcus Canales
Yushan Chen
Stephen Cohrs ¹
Marthe Coulibaly
Timothy Davis
Angelina Emerson
Babatunde Fatoki
Celeste Felix ¹
Raquel De Maria Flores Martinez ¹
Lauren Alexa Freeman
Mohammed Hamzah Ghia
Jeffrey David Goodman ¹
Wenjing He

Master of Science in Finance

Sean Martin Andrews
Nidhi Bhai
Travis Broersma ¹
Jonathon Arthur Carrasco
Henry Conter ¹
Miso Kezunovic
Premilakshmi Natarajan ¹
Spencer Parrish
Justin Jay Frank Ramirez ¹
Rehan Rehman ¹

Bachelor of Business Administration

Godly T. Abraham ²
Rameen Abu-Rizeq
Alexandra Acevedo
Stephany A. Acosta
Kayla J. Adams ³

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - * Dean’s Award - * Banner bearer
C. T. Bauer College of Business

Amanda Ufuoma Afadipa ³
Crystal Marie Aguilar
Mayra A. Aguilar
Husniyya Akhundova ³
Altnay Akybekova ³
Yasmeen Maher Alhasan
Feyad Le Yakat Ali ³
Raheel K. Ali ³
Rizwan Farid Ali
Sonya Z. Ali
Sumeera Anil Bahadur Ali
Taher Mohammed Ali
Arlet Allahverdian ³
Blake Travis Allan
Syed Yousuf Allaudin ²
Syed D. Allaudin ²
Amanda C. Almaguer
 renegotiation
Massy Almubidin
Hassan Abdullah Alsaffar ³
Hannah Jane Alsford
Raghdha K. Altazi
Fahd Khalid Alturki
Bader Ali Alyami
Ayushmaan Baweja
Mohammad Ali Bawany
Erin N. Bartle
Tanya Barsamian
Christina Barsamian
Abraham S. Damian Barron
Minerva Barrios
Luis Guillermo Parra Barreto
Christopher Barrera
Andrew Michael Barrera
Christophor Barrera
Nelson Barrera ³
Luis Guillermo Parra Barreto
Minerva Barreras ³
Abraham S. Damian Barron ³
Christina Barsamian ²
Tanya Barsamian ¹
Erin N. Bartle
Paul V. Bas
Mohammad Ali Bawany
Ayushmaan Baweja
Drew Lamar Blackmon ³
Trevor S. Blalock ²
Lyza A. Bonner
Mia-Michelle Booker
Andrea Alejandra Yanes Borjas
Shelby Rae Bowers
Sara Angelica Bracho-Zarraga ³
Brittany Morgan Bradshaw
Renan Moreira Silva Brandao
Joanne S. Bravo
Laura Ashley Breitschmid
Reyna L. Brizuela
Natalie Katherine Budden
Brian Bu ³
Maikhhan D. Bui
Nhieu Thi Ngoc Bui
Thuy Van H. Bui
James L. Burden
Shawn Thomas Burk
Mark Bustamante
Raina Elise Byrd
Sarah Renee Calder
Courtney Caldwell
Carlos Moises Calero
Celina V. Camacho
Kirsten L. Campbell
Stephanie R. Canizales ¹
Americo Cantu
Celia Nataly Cardenas
Jake Edward Carfield ²
Ricky S. Carr
Courtney Leigh Carroll
Edward Carrizales-Saucedo ³
Lyuysa A. Castellanos
Julian David Reyes Castillo ²
Anurag S. Chahar
Sandra Seng Chau ³
Nayeem Chaudhury ²
Eddie Chavez
Manvinder Cheema
David W. Chen
Najie Chen ²
Xinji Chen ³
Zheng Chen ³
Cheuk Kei Cheung
Chelsea Paige Childress
Pragadeesh Chokkalingam ³
Eric Chou ³
Carla R. Chow
Jennifer Kah-Wai Chow
Christopher William Christ ³
Tiffany Yi Chu ³
Ashley Moore Coffey ³
Michael Scott Coffey
Heather Leigh Colombo
Delazhundra Colquitt
Aaron Michael Conde
Tyler R. Cooks ³
Adam B. Cooper ³
Diego Nicolas Cortes
Nayeem Chaudhury ³
Myla Nicole Crenshaw ³
Morgan R. Crumpton
Kevin A. Cruz
Rachel Curtright ³
Chandni Daga ²
Arial Rose Dannm
Minh Hoang Dang
Cassandra S. Daniel
John Henry Dansby
Joshua Q. Dao ³
Thinh Duc Dao
Tangela Denise Days
Rachel Bennedetta Del Prato ³
Daniel Joseph Delarosa
Catarina Delgado
Sadie Gabrielle Delgado
Andrew M. Diano
Rebecca Marina Diaz ³
Lizzie Dieguez
Chi Thi Lan Dinh ¹
Waqaar M. Diwan ¹
Kim Thi Thuy Do ³
Bich Doan
Phuong Le Bich Doan ²
Hemant I. Dobal
Matthew Docimo ³
Jessica A. Doule
Samantha Sammour Dorrington ³
Andrew R. Douglass ²
Robert Dozortsev
Nhu Ngoc Quynh Duong ³
Ibrahim Jan Durrani ³
Amber Nicole Egenberger
Kevin Kien Effert
Katherine Claire Elliott ³
Bryan J. Elmer ³
Arthur Jackson Elsner ²
Aaron Michael Enderle ³
Linda Escobar
Nadia E. Esmaeili ²
Michael Eilen Ewing ²
Matthew Fannon ³
Eric Esteban Ang Fernandez
Benjamin Thomas Ferree ²
Michael James Fletcher ³
Janny Dawn M. Flores
Wesley Glenn Ford ³
April M. Frazier ²
Melissa Rae Fritts ³
Fatimah S. Gadrab ³
Janelle Jolene Gaedke ²
Joel A. Gamez
Jacqueline Rose Ganzon
Amy Odete Garcia
Cale Elisabeth Gardner
David T. Garza
Krystyna Ayn Garza ³
Matthew Gillam Garza
Moises Garza
Bianca Geyen
Cassey Abed Ghazal ³
Duke Dukho Gimm ³
Blas Gomez
Thomas B. Gomez ³
Carlos Robespierre Gonzalez
Jose G. Gonzalez ³
Sigifredo Gonzalez
Stephen Mark Goode
Katie Lauren Goodrich ²
Dionneza J. Grafe
Joseph John Grasso
Dionneza J. Grafe
Stephen Mark Goode ³
Katie Lauren Goodrich ²
Dionneza J. Grafe
Joseph John Grasso ²
Rachel Grosman ¹

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - * Dean’s Award - * Banner bearer
C. T. Bauer College of Business

Matthew David Lines ²
Michael P. Litzinger ³
Awaiz Iqbal Makhani
Suleman S. Manji
Irene De Jesus Marron
James Brandon Maze ¹
Mary Kathryn McCauley
Meghan Elisabeth McDowell ¹
Yanely Medina
Michelle Efegenia Melendez ³
Jason A. Merritt
Horacio Montoya ³
Andrea Cadavid Muñoz
Jessica Muñoz
Kala T. Nesbitt
Ann Nguyen
Ha Thanh Nguyen ¹
Khanh Hoai Nguyen
Long Pham Nguyen ³

Phat Tan Nguyen
Thuc-Anh May Nguyen
Ana Karina Oviedo
Reshmaben H. Patel
Cameron Charles Patin
Jessica Grace Pinkerton
Mary E. Pogue
Patrick Randolf Pressgrove
Jordan Prior ¹
Garrett Hunter Pugh ³
Quan Minh Quach
Omar Vladimir Rios
Carlos A. Rivera
Lyle Francis Robin
Martin Rodriguez ³
Alfred Christopher Sansores
Dante D. Saunders
Sania Sayeed
Michael Brook Sell ²

Jessica Soolim Son
Autumn N. Soto ³
Pouya Tiraeyani
Jesus Roberto Torres ³
Jamie Tran
Chrisoulia Fotis Tsonis ²
Humberto H. Velazquez
Kristyn Wade ²
London D. Watkins
Myron Blakely Webber
Michael Raymond Wiggins
Joshua William Wilson ³
Devin John Wold ²
Jessica O. Wong ³
Dustin W. Worthington
Lawrence C. Yarn
Zoha Zafar
Xiong Ting Zheng

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - ⁴ Dean’s Award - * Banner bearer
Candidates for Graduation
December 2013

**DOCTOR OF EDUCATION**

**Curriculum and Instruction**

Brian Boyd Baldwin
A Study to Determine the Impact of Instructional Technology in a Student Teaching Program on Future Employment and Continued Professional Development

**Advisors:** Dr. Melissa Pierson

Raymond Cain Jr.
Teacher’s Understandings About Science and Mathematics Integration and How These Understandings are Exhibited in Instructional Practice

**Advisors:** Dr. Jennifer Chauvot and Dr. Sissy Wong

Jacquelyn Ruth Cooper
A Narrative Exploration of Providing Effective Reading Strategies to English Language Learners: Negotiating Standards and Assessments with Passionate Instruction

**Advisor:** Dr. Laveria Hutchison

Gary H. Kitmacher *
An Examination of the Space Science Curriculum: Content and Issues

**Advisor:** Dr. Bernard Robin

Lenora M. Leatherwood
How the Language Acquisition of English Language Learners is Effected by Taking a Blended ESL English or Reading Class

**Advisor:** Dr. Laveria Hutchison

Kristen Alene Piper
The Writing Lives of Secondary Writing Teachers

**Advisor:** Dr. Laveria Hutchison

Margaret Elizabeth Redling
Evaluation of Employee Intrinsic Motivation During Self-Directed, E-Learning Courses and the Impact of Intrinsic Motivation Dimensions on Performance

**Advisor:** Dr. Sara McNeil

Donna Jean Reid
Exploring Reflective Practice in Early Career Teachers

**Advisor:** Dr. Cheryl Craig

Stephen Matthew Warford
Effective Professional Development: Interviews with Teachers and Their Perceptions on Effective Professional Development Opportunities

**Advisor:** Dr. Laveria Hutchison

Chi-Liang Yu
A Study of the Interaction Equivalency Theorem in a Multimodal Blended Course

**Advisor:** Dr. Bernard Robin

**Doctor of Philosophy**

**Educational Psychology**

Maria Bledith Benzon
The Relations Among Teacher Beliefs about Student Motivation, Sense of Efficacy, and Classroom Practice

**Advisor:** Dr. Christopher Wolters

Hibah Salem
The Impact of Maternal Parenting Style on Goal Orientation, Self-Efficacy, and the Use of Metacognitive Strategies for Mathematics Among Hispanic High School Students

**Advisor:** Dr. Weihua Fan

**Master of Education**

**Curriculum and Instruction**

Duane S. Clark
Ahmed A. Eid
Brenna Elaine Galle
Katherine Guani Nava
Haley E. Harris
Min Li
Yuying Liu
Anthony Joseph Marks
Katherine Ruth McGaha
Natalie Murdock
Ameet Singh Nagpal
Annie B. O’Connor
Johnny Paz
Susan Patricia Raine
Jennifer Leigh Sanders
Stephanie E. Sermas
Kayla Lynn Taylor
Chinelo Adaobi Ugwa
Claudia Cowan Vincent
Elizabeth Leigh Whisner
Jian Xi

**Educational Psychology**

Katherine C. Adams
Caitlin Alexandra Bailey
Pat Lindsay Carljutan Catalla
Holly Nicole Coneway
Ana Elidia Guadiana
Cynthia Christina Guaman
Maryam Hussain
Martinque K. Jones
Anselm Khoov
Kelly M. Lee
Kriztina Petho-Robertson
David Russell Roetto
Melissa Claire Sawyer
Amparito Tamayo Smith
Chunli Wang

Atalie L. Wolfofd
Sarah Yost

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Educational Psychology**

Thanh-Thao Thi Duong
Ingrid Pena

**Bachelor of Science**

**Curriculum and Instruction**

Bianca Alvarez
Bkai Myvon Amie
Kristy N. Apker
Michael Raymond Arnold
Jasmine E. Baranski
Megan Michelle Barnard
Christi L. Bates
Michael Joseph Bayudan
Allison Ruth Berg
Leslie Anne Biller
Laurel J. Borowiak
Heather Wright Brown
Joshua Bernard Burks
Sarah Foote Cameron
Ana Maria Castillo
Brenda Danae Castillo
Isabel Celis-Martinez
Sonya Elan Chaka
Amanda Massa Corneh
Bianca Dela Vega
Cristal Delgado
Jennifer N. Diné
Amber Denee Dittfurth
Natine Fadi Droubi
Cynthia Renee Dunn
Karen Duran
Laura Lily Ennis
Cynthia Yvette Esparza
Lauren M. Finke
Jessica Faye Franco
Nallely Lorena Galvan
Alba Marina Garcia
Claudia Garcia
Lesley Diana Garza
Larissa Garza
Danni Lynn Ghilain
Rubi Coral Gomez-Rivera
Tiffany Guardiola
Jessica Guerrero
Nicole Marie Hand
Aiman Jafar Hassan
Dannin Aline Hebert
Crystal Elaine Hernandez

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer
College of Education

Ranyah Hindi ³
Kimberly Dawn Hinze ²
Amy E. Hudson ²
Noemi Huerta ²
Cirilo Infante ³
Ashley Dawn Jackson
Parshae Nicole Jackson
Jennifer James
Deaidra Michelle Jarmon
Mallory Lynn Johns
Jennifer Helen Jones 1
Christina Le
Christopher Steven Leach ²
Stephanie Inez Lopez
Lakisha Michelle Lucas
Carolyn Tayag Martinez
Laura R. Martinez ³
Melanie Lynn McCord
Bridget Erin McDonald ³
Denise Michelle McDougall
Joana B. Menchaca ²
Naseh Mirgalam Mirizadeh
Rebecca Modisette
Saila R. Momin
Mirella Monsante ²
Cindy R. Montoya ³
Tiffany L. Moore
Christina Moreno
Amal Nabhan ³
Lorena Navarrete ³
Yessenia D. Navarrete
Felisa I. Navarro ³
Zhaira A. Navarro²
Nensil Dilip Nayak
Dana Nedaai ³
Amanda Maria Olive ³
Oseluonamme Winnie Omoleme
Marisol Ortiz ²
Alesia M. Pantoja ²
Jaye Chantelle Peavey ¹
Maclaren M. Pen ²
Martha Noemi Pen ³
Nalley Perez ²
Heather Nicole Price
Linda Joan Friday ³
Natalia Quiroga ²
Lillian Ramirez ³
Maricela Brianna Ramirez ³
Nancy Ramirez ²
Jacklene Ruth Ranck ²
Brittney Reece ²
Efirne Regino ²
Nat Evan Rennalls
Melinda Reyes
Christopher Joseph Roberts ³
Nancy Patricia Rodriguez ¹
Maria Teresa Romero
Nityasi Madhuri Roy
Sofia M. Ruiz ¹
Adriana Sanchez ²
Nimci B. Saravia ¹
Audrey Marie Sailer ³
Jaime E. Shipman ²
Johanna Silva
Sarah E. Smith ²
Delonda Leigh Snider
Mary K. Sobeck ²
Kelsey D. Stolle ²
Irene Talavera Mendez ³
Kelly Tax ²
Chelsey Anne Teske ²
Laura Lynn Tipton ¹
Maria Elena Torres ²
Cathy Tran
Elizabeth Lilley Traylor ²
Edith Y. Van Gossen ³
Rosa Elena Vazquez ³
Felicia F. Venza
Anastasia Chantal Vincent ²
Tiffany Amy Wang ²
Amanda Wells ²
Leah Marie Whitney
Abriel Wilkerson ¹
Bennie Raydon Wilson
Makeleye Lee Wilson
Ashley Bernardino Witz
Angela Nichole Wobbe
Kyu Ju Yi ²

Educational Psychology
Andre Scott Adourian
Nadia Ahmed
Ana Karina Alcocer
Melani M. Alcorn ³
Brittany Dawn Allen
Gina Nicolette Allen ²
Holly A. Anderson ³
Karen Anderson ²
Anum Arif
Elizabeth Adebose Ayoko
Adeleke Estelle Bademossi
Amanda Ann Beasley
Tina K. Boushehri ¹
Xavier R. Boyd
Kendall E. Broussard
Sindy Recal Cabrera ²
Jacindia D. Campbell ¹
Jessica S. Cato ³
Keri Lee Chadwick
Erika Danielle Clay ²
Andria L. Coleman ³
Michael Anthony Contreras ³
Stephanie Jessica Cuevas ³
Mounitha Danneer
Sarah Hamed Farahshah
Marie-Claire Umutoni Gahigiro
Matthew Austin Gaines ³
Fachelle Veaga Garland ³
Sydney Anne George
Ashlyn Grant
Mahshid Hadi
Brittany Louise Herron
Amy Nicole Hooker
Roopam Jariwal ³
Shanique Jeanes Jefferson
Darbie Jordan
Lauren Elizabeth Kent
Blal Khan
Britanny Monet Kilgore
Christina Marie Leong
Ruhee Madhani
Sindy Yesenia Madrid ³
Jacob James Martinez ³
Tamra La’trece Maxwell
Arshia Habib Memon
Glenn Wesley Miles
Sarah Christine Moonesan ¹
Sharna Mukhles ¹
Thu-Ha Thi Nguyen
Vicky Nguyen
Benise I. Nnauwulhe ³
Katelynn Danielle Norris
Nicholas Michael Ocampo ²
Christian Perez
Delisia Price
Martin Rodriguez
Gloria P. Samuel
Shekera Elaine Sarabia ³
Cara B. Schwandt ²
Jianqiang Shi
Christa Danielle Signor
Alicia Christina Siwek
Angel R. Smoot ³
Leah Lambeth Swindle
Monica D. Tangerife
Stephanie Rachel Tatman
Stephanie Sotonye Timon ²
Loretta Check Ying Tse
Katie M. Valigura
Gabriela E. Velasco
Valencia A. Vuong
Brooklyn A. Walton ³
Erin Shin Wang
Analys Noelle Wright
Fatma Mohammed Yusuf
Marina Ashley Zamora

¹ Summa Cum Laude  -  ² Magna Cum Laude  -  ³ Cum Laude  -  * Banner Bearer
College of Education

GRADUATES

AUGUST 2013

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Curriculum and Instruction
Terri Cabbell Benson
Breaking through the Glass Ceiling: Perceptions of Barriers and Successes of Female Superintendents in Texas
Advisors: Dr. Steven Busch and Dr. Angus MacNeil

Jennifer A. Boushley
Principal-Counselor Relationships: A Case Study of the Implications for the Secondary Leadership Team
Advisors: Dr. Steven Busch and Dr. Julie Fernandez

Yung-Chen Chung
Exploring Adult English as a Second Language Teachers’ Experiences and Perceptions of Language Instructional Methods
Advisor: Dr. Cheryl Craig

Bethanie Fletcher-Leerkamp
Writing to Learn: Dialogue Journals for Mastery in a Reading Assessment Course
Advisor: Dr. Laveria Hutchison

Donald Paul Rhodes
Rural Schools in Texas: A Study of Student Achievement and Selected Variables in Rural Texas Schools
Advisor: Dr. Allen Warner

Deborah Denice Stewart
Bullying Behaviors Among Secondary Students: An Evaluation of the Effects of a Positive Behavior Intervention and Support Program
Advisors: Dr. Robert Borman and Dr. Angus MacNeil

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Educational Psychology
Sonia Dutt
Stages of Change, Parenting, Atypical Antipsychotic Medication, and Adolescent Body Mass Index: An Exploratory Study
Advisor: Dr. Thomas Kubiszyn

Ryan Griswold
A Mixed Method Study to Measure Outcomes from Co-Curricular Service-Learning Experiences
Advisor: Dr. Catherine Horn

Max Nisenbaum
Anger Expression in Couples: How Does Each Partner’s Personality Influence the Other’s Expression of Anger?
Advisor: Dr. Frederick Lopez

Kelly Margaret Sopchak
Predictors and Correlates of Videogame Engagement and Videogame Addiction
Advisor: Dr. Consuelo Arbona

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Curriculum and Instruction
Norma Cipati Acevedo
Monica Alvarado
Melis Gokus
Monica Lyn Gonzalez
Sania A. Hamdan
Heather D. Harrelson
Maria Isabel Hernandez
Erin Claire Leatherwood
Lisa Ann Luce
Jennifer O. Martinez
Erin McIntyre
Aneley C. Robledo
Victor Rodriguez
Saadia Naseem Shaikh
Crystal Smien
Cynthia Kecseri Solgere
Isaias Salomon Torres
Abdullah Zorba

Educational Psychology
Erica Weidler Baimbridge
Allyson N. Carter
Michelle J. Collins
Samantha Cherice Copeland
Brittany Renee Curtis
Brendel R. Doss

Bachelor of Science

Curriculum and Instruction
Lorena M. Carrero
Alyson N. Carter
Michelle J. Collins
Samoya Cherice Copeland
Brittany Renee Curtis
Brendel R. Doss
Nicole Stephanie Echeverria
Corey Leann Heath
Elizabeth Hightower
Ashlee Victoria Llorens
Kaye G. Lunsford
Franco Santiago Martinez
Ann Bell Moody
Atoya Kenisha Penson
Pratia Prentis
Katherine Ramos
Theresa M. Singletary
Andrew James Tessmer
Katie A. Turner
Esmeralda Valdez

1 Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer
CULLEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

DECEMBER 2013

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Pinar Kanlikilicer
mRNA Expression Analysis of Midbrain Dopamine Neurons in Response to Nicotine Intake During Maturation
Advisor: Dr. Metin Akay

Narendra Sudheendran
Studying Mouse Embryonic Development With OCT
Advisor: Dr. Kirill V. Larin

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Sahar Farmanesh
Role of Natural and Synthetic Growth Modifiers in Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate Crystallization
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey D. Rimer

Arum Sidhartha Kota
Modeling and Simulation of Coupled LNT-SCR Catalytic System Under Anaerobic and Aerobic Operating Conditions
Advisor: Dr. Vemuri Balakotaiah and Dr. Dan Luss

Alexandra Ioana Lupulescu
A Rational Design Approach for Tailoring Zeolite Crystal Morphology
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey D. Rimer

Bijesh Man Shakya
Studies of Platinum Dispersion and Catalyst Architecture for Lean NOx Reduction
Advisor: Dr. Michael P. Harold and Dr. Vemuri Balakotaiah

Mengting Yu
Modeling and Analysis of Particulate Matter Deposition and Regeneration in a Diesel Particulate Filter
Advisor: Dr. Dan Luss and Dr. Vemuri Balakotaiah

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Shahriyar Belzaee
Constitutive Modeling and Numerical Implementation of Brittle and Ductile Material Behavior with the Aid of Inelastic XFEM and Damage-Plasticity Models
Advisor: Dr. Kaspar J. Willam

Yanhouide Jeannot Ahosin Guezo
Characterization and Modeling of Polypropylene Composites for Deep Water Oil Pipe Insulation
Advisor: Dr. Cumaraswamy Vipulanandan

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Suemi Das
BioMEMS Device for Endothelial Cell Growth for Culturing Islets of Langerhans
Advisor: Dr. Wanda Zagozdzon Wosik

Najme Forouzandehmehr
Game Theoretical Framework for Distributed Dynamic Control in Smart Grids
Advisor: Dr. Zhu Han

Anthony YB Lau
Investigation of Feed Line Effects on Fields from Broadband Over Power Line Communications
Advisor: Dr. David R. Jackson and Dr. Donald R. Wilton

Ziyang Li
Autonomic Markers of Visual Awareness
Advisor: Dr. Bhavin R. Sheth

Nam T. Nguyen
A Nonparametric Bayesian Framework for Mobile Device Security and Location Based Services
Advisor: Dr. Zhu Han

Nicholas Von Sternberg
Novel Core Technologies and Systems in MR Compatible Robotics
Advisor: Dr. Haluk Oğmen and Dr. Nikolaos Tsekos

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Elias D. Keedy
Stent Reliability and Maintenance: Integrating Probabilistic and Physics-of-Failure Models
Advisor: Dr. Qianmei Feng

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING

Marc William Bird
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth W. White

Narayan Das Khatri
Structural Study and Electromagnetic Study of Thin and Thick RE-Ba-Cu-O (RE=Rare Earth) Superconductor Tapes Fabricated by Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition with and without Buffer Modification
Advisor: Dr. Venkat Selvanamickam

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Ibrahim Kesgin
Processing and Electromagnetic Properties of Low AC Loss, Multifilamentary Rare Earth-Bismuth-Copper-Oxide Superconductor Tapes
Advisor: Dr. Venkat Selvanamickam

Amin Ramezanifar
Control and Filtering of Linear Parameter Varying Systems with Emphasis on Digital Implementation
Advisor: Dr. Karolos Grigoriadis

MASTER OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Chiao-Lun Chiou
Phu Phuoc Vinh Nguyen
Chengtao Wei

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Franklyn Ulysses Pacheco
Charles Perrg
Avantika Singh
Georgios Taeropoulos
Tha Vu Ngoc

MASTER OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

John Dupuis
Gaelen M. Dalton
Rohit Krishnan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Ibrahim Kaymaz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SYSTEM

Arijit Bose
Sandhya Pulikizha Theril

MASTER OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Wahab Abdul
Rahul Batra
Prachi Chavan
Md Mokarrom Hossain
Kazi Mantab Kadir
Nikhilesh Kasala
Chen Lei

* Summa Cum Laude - * Magna Cum Laude - * Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
Cullen College of Engineering

FNU Mudassir Mohd Ibrahim
Manisha Parameswaran
Rajeev Varma Penemunts
Anusha Sarupuri
Prithvi Belmannu Subrahmanya
Vignesh Viewanath
Anantha Lakshmi Yellapragada Srinivasa

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Narasimha Reddy Ettedi
Fahrettin Gonen
Ravi Patel
Mandar Arvind Phadnis
Rakesh Mekala
Abhilash Sukumari

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Abhijeet Belapure
Bhawani Sinha

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Mahitha Mamidela
Mohsen Mirzaei
Rohit Mishra
Khawar Naeem
Franklin Noland Petr
Mahboobeh Yazarloo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Sneha Deshpande
Varad Gaikwad
Ashutosh Gautam
Jinwei Jiang
Mire Kazzanci
Liguo Li
Xuequan Liu
Meredith Ren
Eric Stout
Dustin Riley Stubbs
Yi Xia
Mei Yang
Shujun Yang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Macmichael Nwaiwu
Kelli Rettew
Raul Fernnando Rodrguez Velasco
Samanth Saxena
Xue Yang
Lin Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Dong Li
Zhengchun Liu
Eshwar Yennigalla
Yuan Zhang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Rafael Jesus Cabello
Chris Bruce Norwood

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Craig A. Cox
Julia Fernandez-Del-Valle-Y-Rivera
Ann-Marie T. Leba
Jessica N. Orsak
Adriana Elizabeth Vargas
Olga V. Williamson
Hunter Zhang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Enrique Acevedo
Mamoun Adyel
Majed Ayoub Agha
Benjamin Eduardo Aguilar
Mohammad Sakib Ahsan
Abedala Fahed Al-Hatamleh
Mustafa Raidh Al-Shammary
Adolfo Aranzales
Andres Felipe Aranzales
Ashley N. Barard
Francisco Carillo-Reyes
Ethan M. Demery
Seth Ryan Demberg
Orchid Mohamed Farghaly
Samantha Ann Fuentevilla
Hugo B. Galdamez
Victoria Marie Guerra
Bradley Maxwell Hayes
Orlando Huerta
Ali A. Kanaan
Chantal Karam
Shengze Li
Patrick Ma
Ariel Mejia Jr.
Edmar Alfonso Ordonez-Green

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Gavin E. Akunna
Scott C. Cadena
Angel Alejandro Cobos
Richard Andrew Dettloff
Jimmy H. Do
Jose Alexy Escobar
Josephine Anita Gnanaolivu
Shanjeev Hanif
William David Johnson
Anup Khanal
Ankur J. Lad
Scott A. Leach
Samuel Anthony Martinez
Erik Morales
Kofi Gyasi Nimako
Simon Javier Palacio
Pranay K. Pasula
Roberto Carlos Paulin
Daniel Rene Perez
Ravi Poudel
Mateo Andres Renteria
Uyen Tran
Lakhan Wadhwa
Xiobo Wang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Lindsay Nicole Owen
Emperatris Emabeth Paz
Tharit Quang Pham
Hayley A. Redwek
John C. Sanchez
Seng Sok
Kenya Franco Stanley
Shannon Dwayne Stanley
Jose I. Tavera
Harrison Thai
Steve Van
Scott Pine Wallace

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Fernando Andreu Berza-Portocarrero
Rebecca N. Habib
Emanuel Muñoz
Marcus B. Rodriguez
Orlando Jose Salemi-Milanes
Pablo L. Salinas

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
Cullen College of Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Nebolisa Egbunike
Tien Thanh Le
Justin William Tyra
Thomas Gene Wertz

Bachelor of Science in Petroleum Engineering
Pio Napoleon S. Estepa
Biao Frederick
Hari C. Nair
Artur Pratsko

Byron G. Rodas
Santos Nicolas Sapon
Ahmad Moussaed Shaker
Kanat Takhanov
Roshan Upadhyay
Thesanjith Thusitha Wickramarachchi

¹ Summa Cum Laude  ₵ Magna Cum Laude  ◊ Cum Laude  * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
Cullen College of Engineering

GRADUATES

AUGUST 2013

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Prasanna Reddy Dasari
Experimental Studies of NOx Storage and Reduction on Lean NOx Traps
Advisor: Dr. Michael Harlof

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Rachel Howser Roberts
Development of Multifunctional Carbon Nanofiber Aggregate for Concrete Structural Health Monitoring
Advisor: Dr. Y.L. Mo

Ali Keyvani Ghamsari
Flocculation Processes in River Mouth Fluvial to Marine Transitions
Advisor: Dr. Kyle Strom

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Mohammad Esmailifalak
Attack and Defend Mechanisms for State Estimation in Smart Grid
Advisor: Dr. Zhu Han

Mufaddal Gheewala
Development of Flexible Neural Probes for Stimulation and Recording in the Central Nervous System
Advisor: Dr. John C. Wolfe

Rui Hu
Automatic Recognition of Buruli Ulcer Images on Smart Handheld Devices
Advisor: Dr. George Zouridakis

Guanbo Zheng
Toward Reliable and Robust Wireless Personal Area Networks
Advisors: Dr. Zhu Han and Dr. Rong Zheng

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Farid Ahmed
Environmental Applications and Implications of Carbon-Based Nanomaterials
Advisor: Dr. Debora F. Rodrigues

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Christina Chang
Multifunctional Carbon-Polymer Composites for Temperature Sensing and Deicing
Advisor: Dr. Gangbing Song

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Priyanka Cholleti

MASTER OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Dongjin Seo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Yuyan Wang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Gayathri Ramachandran

MASTER OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Rashma Yelaka

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Prithvi Basu
Danni Li
Miquel A. Peña Jr.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Bradley D. Beless
Brandon Georgetown
Tiffany Swann Schmidt

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOSENSING

Darren Lee Hauser

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Pradeep Balasubramanian

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING

Yun Liu
David Shakarisaz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Mehmet Cengiz
Yanan Hou
Yuhao Liu
Larry Vuong
Jie Yao
Mengying Yuan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Samit Shah

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Karishma Mohini Prasad

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Ken K. Kuo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Steven Anh Nguyen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Larry Michael Green
CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

Candidates for Graduation

December 2013

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Morgan Naylor Bellows
Dorothy Bergesen
Daehan Cha
Hillary Bianca Davidson
Mauricio Gomez
Millacent Haynes
Mohamed Jaaladi
Jung Kuk Jiang
Yu Jiang
Shawn Edward Kuehn
Shuang Li
Yajing Lin
Yanting Wang
Yi Wang
Qing Ye

Diana Young Choe
Juan Fernando Correa
John Patrick Courter
Ashley S. Crawford
Christina Michelle Cross
Jaime Edgardo Cuellar Castro
Kholi Thin Dang
Lauren Murphy Davia
Maria de Fatima Guineo
Elena Maria de la Piedra
Stephanie M. Deangelo
Valerie Lopez Delgado
Sheila Dorteano
Tania Daniela Diaz
Cayonry Toya Donaldson
Joseph John Dondrea
Julian Quang Duong
Carla Lucia Figueroa Francia
Daniella Francesca Ficalini Herz
Priscila Zoe Giaccardi
Ivan Alfonso Gomez
Kimberly Ellen Green
Maria de Fatima Guineo
Vanessa Guzman
Delayne Hoffman
Xiaoman Amanda Hu
Anelle A. Humble
Haley Michelle Hutson
Anthony L. Jones
Cameron Edward Jones
Cheuk-Yi Keung
Rebecca A. Komdorffer
Samal Kuzhalkhmetova
Dennis Le
Hee W. Lee
Karinna Lelouch
Lulu Li
Jared Alexander Lim
Jackie C. Lin
Gina Paola Lopez
Roger Ly
Sean Martin McCathern
Benjamin Eric McCrary
Summer Dawn McNeill
John F. Meisetschaeger
Ramon A. Morales
Chadler Ivan Morgan
Mercedes Inez Morones

Catherine Herber Mussio
Stephen Timothy Ness
Cheuk Hang Angus Ng
Chau Bao Nguyen
Duy Thanh Nguyen
Kathy H. Nguyen
Hilary Elizabeth Norwood
Hao Chi On
Lorena Pando
Krishan Patel
Carolina Paz-Fernandez
Megan Elizabeth Prickett
Abbas Ali Y. Raja
Sarah Ann Rennals
Gabriela Rey Paredes
Michelle Reyes
Angel Antonio Rivera-Valentin
Gabriela Anais Rivero Herrera
Adam Clark Robinson
Rachel A. Rothenberg
Anna Russell
Kerry Salenbien
Christine Marie Sendelbach
Priya Singh
Jessica Lee Smith
Larnetta J. Stewart
Nathan R. Striplin
Hien Ngoc Su
Mimi Alexandria Tesson
Krishana M. Thomas
Kevin Christopher Tinney
Rafael Torres
Miriam Trabulsi
Allison Nicole Tracy
John Nguyen Tran
Dat Tien Trinh
Kendyl Breanne Troutz
Eric Michael Trunchez
McKenna Elyse Turnbow
Diana Carolina Vega Gómez
Jaclyn Michelle Vickery
Loren N. Wesley
Malcolm E. White
Miles D. White
Albert Woo Jin Yang
Melissa M. Zayid
Yunyi Cecilia Zhu

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude
Candidates for Graduation

December 2013

**COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES**

**CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION**

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ECONOMICS**

Abhilasha Singh
- Income Guarantee Programs and Child Development: Evidence from USA and India
  - Advisor: Dr. Chinhui Juhn

Senay Topal
- Essays in State Funding for Higher Education
  - Advisor: Dr. Steven Craig

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLISH**

Creative Writing and Literature

Zachary Bean
- The Language of Blood and Other Stories
  - Advisor: Professor Antonya Nelson

English

Carol Edwards
- An Examination of Verbal and Visual Images of Slavery in William Blake’s Jerusalem
  - Advisor: Dr. Irving Rothman

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISTORY**

Kristen Amber Contos
  - Advisor: Dr. Landon Storrs

Natalie Gasa
- Mexico Flotante: Migration, Culture, and National Identity in Post-Revolutionary Mexico
  - Advisor: Dr. John Hart

Clarissa Elisabeth Hinojosa
- Men Moste Fytt and Mete to Be justices: A National Survey of Justices of the Peace in Mid-Tudor and Early Elizabethan England
  - Advisor: Dr. Catherine Patterson

Stephanie Margaret Kelly
- Strategic Philanthropy: The Ford and Rockefeller Foundations in Latin America and the Origins of American Global Reform
  - Advisor: Dr. Thomas F. O’Brien

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE**

Elena Farah
- The Invisible Hand of Institutions: Who Governs State and Local Public Pensions?
  - Advisor: Dr. Jim Granato

Jasmine Laura Jenkins
- Descriptive Representation in Schools and Minority Student Achievement
  - Advisor: Dr. Gregory Weiner

Marina P. Lacalle
- Institutional Variation, Balance of Power, and Agenda Control: Evidence from the Subnational Argentine Legislatures
  - Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Almen

David Alejandro Llanos-Paz
- Not in My Town! When Political Campaigns Waste Time and Money
  - Advisor: Dr. Jim Granato

Ching-Hsing Wang
- Causes and Consequences of Political Trust in East Asia
  - Advisor: Dr. Scott Basinger

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PSYCHOLOGY**

Clinical Psychology

Leslie K. Hane
- Patterns of Performance on the PASAT as a Predictor of Brain Injury Severity: Consideration of DYAD and Skipping Scores
  - Advisor: Dr. H. Julia Hannay

Developmental Psychology

Jane Jacob
- Reaction Time Measures of Visual Search and Scanning of Visual Short-Term Memories
  - Advisor: Dr. Bruno G. Breitmeyer

Elizabeth Alexandra Woods
- The Development of Translation Equivalents in Bilingual Preschool Children
  - Advisor: Dr. Hanako Yoshida

**DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS**

Jeong-Suk Bae
  - Advisor: Robert Bates

Janice Ingrid Fehlauer
  - Advisor: Jeffrey Sposato

Caitrine-Ann Piccini
- French Women Perpetuating the French Tradition: Women Composers of Flute Contest Pieces at the Paris Conservatory
  - Advisor: Paul Bertagnoli

**MASTER OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY**

Derry Robson Webb
Michael Christopher Wilson

**MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION**

Health Communication
Reesha Johnette Brown

Mass Communication Studies
Patricia E. Onufre
Sarah Kalala Simon

Public Relation Studies
Matthew Carberry
Yi-Ting Chen
Osama Mohamed Khalifa
Edgar Antistenes Vesga
Kyndal Nicole Wilson

Speech Communication
James Ronald Duvall

**MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS**

Jennifer Lynn Kelly
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Master of Arts in Economics
Applied Economics
Saif Ali

Master of Arts in English
English
Patricia Montanes

Master of Arts in Hispanic Studies
Esperanza C. Glass
Sarah Elisabeth Stanley

Master of Arts in History
Charlotte S. Ledain
Phuong My Nguyen
Joseph Lee Thompson
Yanfei Yin

Master of Arts in Philosophy
Fatima Habiba Hye

Master of Arts in Political Science
Christopher Ugochukwu Akujuobi
Marcia N. Beyer
Smaranda Draghia
Andrea Kathryn Eckelman
Wesley A. Gant
Lucy Girgawy
Bruce A. Hunt
Paula Cecilia Pineda

Master of Music
Hsin Yu Chung
Candace Michelle Ellis
Su Han Ho
Alexander A. Lawier
Ruth Natali Linarez Gonzalez
Keite Muraro Gularte
Thao D. Pham
Eve E. Ruotsinoja
Darryl Dwewayne Williams

Master of Arts in Sports and Fitness Administration
Jenna N. Duffek
Jacob Russell Ives
Michelle L. Malloy
Corey Newton

Master of Science in Exercise Science
Justin Taylor Reed

Master of Science in Human Space Exploration Science
Elkin Romero

Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Science

Art
Banner Bearers:
Daniel Elliot Harp
Samuel Thomas Ackerman
Natalie Aguilar
Kimberly Ann Barton
Anicia M. Browning
Oneka Kelisha Byron
Perla L. Cantu
Maria Alejandra Cardona
Mary Naomi Castillio
Emily Whitaker Chambers
Kimberly Cyr
Aschella Inez Davis
Maria Gabriela Duarte
Mark Francis
Desira Jamise Garcia
Hector Hugo Garcia
Homero Gonzalez Jr.
Changquilla F. Gordon
Angelica N. Gutierrez
Farah Hasnia
Constance Rachel Hughes
Joy Germ James
Unaiza N. Khan

Elizabeth Marie Lategano
Alexis Lopez-Suarez
Manola Maldonado
Teri Anne Mills
Julia Rene Misley
Tiffany Michele Moroney
Albany Ng
Austin Perry Oneal
Grisma V. Patel
Silvia Pena
Joshua Armstrong Poole
Elizabeth Rodriguez
Graciela Idaly Ruiz
Jehan Atthiriz Said
Charlene Minnae Scott
Lauren Nicole Sever
Kendal Thackeray Shepherd
Timothy R. Sherrie
Trevor Ethan Southard
Jaclyn Nicole Stafford
Nohelia Vargas Bolivar
Yekaterina Vassilyeva
Sharouq Ali Zabarah

Communication
Banner Bearers:
Brittaney A. Wilmore
Joud M. Ahmad
Amanda L. Akers
Nuzhat Ali
Andrea E. Allen
Ashley Faye Allyn
Alexandra Lynne Angelina
Zak George Appleton
Kevin Samriento Aquino
Sinem Cassandra Arikian
Jessica Leann Babineaux
Ryan A. Bagley
Susana Barbosa
Samantha Dubov Berezowsky
Josue F. Bernal Rodriguez
Glenda Alicia Bonilla
Melissa Christine Borak
Karana Shea Bowen
Lisa Michelle Bowes
Courtney Elise Brand
Arielis Regina Bravo
Juliana Bruno
Julizza Linet Bryant
Ashley Nicole Burns
Wendy Amarilis Calmo
Minkhaisi Thi Cao
Ariella Casey
Pier Nelson Castillo
Philip N. Chan
Paul A. Chavira
Neemesh Dinkar Chheda
Francisco Daniel Chialva
Libby Chihualhua
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sajanee Chopra</td>
<td>College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnesia Letrice Clabron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britney Shernelle Constance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Travis Crowe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Edward Cruz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurice Dadebo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana J. Dahl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey E. Dancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandre De Nes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kattlin Blaine Dineen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Maria Doveno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan D. Dupont-Gray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashad Kiwan Eaglin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlyssa Alexandria Ebel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alodie Akarefu Efamba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Ergenbright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Y. Espinoza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah E. Exley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Maria Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston Michael Foose Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen P. Franco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazia Sinee Frank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitza Zaydet Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celeste Olivia Garza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Danielle Gbae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer George</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Noelle Gerbracht</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethel N. Glamac</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Margaret Gomez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Anthony Gonzalez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Delee Gracey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Candice Graves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Anne Greenslate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria E. Rudino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Andrew Halleck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Sue Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Nicole Herbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Hernandez Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Lorenza Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Alexandra Hill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Nicole Hinojosa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kai Ura Ho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Wayne Howell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonay T. Hulin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arianna Adair Hurst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Andrea Hurtta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Francine Hyde-Ebanks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley E. Jacks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Elaine Jackson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Felecia Jameson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ameet G. Jani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lucienne Joplin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Ann Jurek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussein A. Kadibhai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gontorwon Kargou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marie Kaylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Faye Kent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliot Howard Kent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazzmene’ Renetta Kindle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Nicole King</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacie L. Kocurek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Alexander Lackey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristen Danielle Land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Raquel Laster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuella Libardi Moreira</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirbe Danielle Llabra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Lloyd Cox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Dianne Logue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Thomas Manuel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrianna Marroquin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalba E. Martinez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo E. Massa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanica Jovanka Victoria Matijevich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Nicole McCorvey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Patrick McFaul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthresia McWashington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Leigh Monroe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Adan Montesinos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicole Moody</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre D. Morris Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Casey Morris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley P. Murfin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Muraywed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Glenn Myles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole C. Needham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Marx Neves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany Ng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tam Thi Thanh Ngo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Trinh Nguyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandolyn Faith Nichols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Nickles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellie Danielle Olive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folasade Omotorera Onadiji</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kordae Rose Ortega</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurabh H. Pande</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Robert Pate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla B. Pelaez Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Berenice Perez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Perry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Pizzolo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Thomas Powell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittny Quinn Prewit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Reeves Lauren Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Ann Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln R. Rhoden Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Michael Richards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Renee Rijoas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Robinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Nicole Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Amador Rosette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Renae Ross</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joselin Gardenia Salazar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Salgado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanna C. Sambol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Jacob Scoggin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayly Mackenzie Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zareen Saboor Siddiqui</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshia DaShea Simmons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent D. Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Patricia Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nima Schelli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryan Solis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Spak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Alexandria Starghill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart Stock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Elena Suire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Tran Tang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vikram Thakor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Henderson Tharalson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Michael Thibodeau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Karen Tinjaro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Mark Torres</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Nicole Toth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Belen Turletti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Vaglienty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinson Andrew Valdez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Ariel Valenzuela</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ray Vasquez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iselena Villarreal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Laine Walkup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Lea Welch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Adam White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Hollie Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica L. Winn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Woehr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Wolfson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hunter Wright III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remus Elliott Wright IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Azhen Wu Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittny Nicole Yarbrough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maisha Zafeen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Faye Zubia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

**Banner Bearers:**
- Caitlin Breen Harvey

**Anthropology**

**Banner Bearers:**
- Marcela Parra

**Comparative Cultural Studies**

- Carolyn Ruth Casey Figueroa
- Elizabeth Michelle Chapa
- Biancka Chaise Donaldson
- Marylou Pena
- Alia Victoria Williams
- Brittany Leeanne Woods

**Summa Cum Laude**

**Magna Cum Laude**

**Cum Laude**

**University Honors Program**
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Courtney Lynne Jones
Kevin Russell Lyons
Ennaan Mashiutilla
Katherine Anne McElvaney
Lisa Renee Medina
Alison Murray
Berenice Monserrat Pereyra
Michael Gordon Perez
Ana C. Ramirez
Bethany Myleah Rose Rogers
Erandeni Guadalupe Torres
Alyssa Maurine Woods

Liberal Studies

Banner Bearer:
Joshua K. Ruddock
Crystal Jeanne Aaron
Hunter Matthew Ball
Levi Allen Culver
Nicole Andrews Duarte
Samuel Etienne
Latoya Shanteal Ford
Dalia Garza
Elliana Gonzalez
Adriann J. Hobbs
Thu Hien Huynh
Jessica Monet Kemp
Francis William Perez
Elizabeth T. Riviello
Natalia Robinson
Christopher Ruben Serrano
Jessica Elisabeth Stanfield
Ngoc Bich Tran
Gerrit Daniel Work
Misbah Yasin

Economics

Banner Bearer:
Christopher P. Viator
Quarde D. Alfred
Sam A. Ali
Michael Emilio Alonzo
Syed Yousal Aziz
Joshua E. Bruce
Britton Busby
Xi Cao
Charles Ernest Compain
Danielle Alyssa Cuellar
James Patrick Darby II
Nicholas E. Damley
C. Matthew Matt Eglin
Ethan Timothy Elliott
Puya Azzie Eshtehardi
Philip Gregory Estrada
Ethan E. Fitzgerald
William Orion Garrett III
Jack Paul Gay Jr.

English

Banner Bearer:
Scott Gregory Chalupa
Shanna Marie Murray Ambler
Mary Denise Borrego
Kristen Ann Burke
Philip N. Chan
Fei Chen
Shawntel Janeice Coleman
Tiffany S. Collins
Kathryn Rebecca Combs
Deandria M. Covington
Haley Amelia Creswell
Michael Andrew Davis
Shelby R. Dawson
Alexander Jeremy Deering
Adrienne M. Deleon

Health and Human Performance

Banner Bearer:
Kristine D. Heines
Lillian C. Abanaka
Dena M. Adi
Haris Ahmed
Anum A. Ali
Jonathan Rey Alvear
Justin Wayne Andrews
Ismael Anzaldua III
Nicolette J. Atchison
Genevieve Claire Benson
Eseigenete Chirichel Biresaw
Lisa C. Boyce
DeEdra Lanay Branch
Christopher Nelson Braunsdorf
Jasmine L. Burgess
Yvette Dominique Bujince
Kathleen B. Cadizone
Maria Del Rosario Moreno
Nathan D. Cao

* Summa Cum Laude - Magna Cum Laude - Cum Laude - University Honors Program
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Tisha M. Carr
Christian A. Castaneda
Natalia Castaneda
Sahi Charolia
Teresa A. Chavez ²
John Arlin Clay
Nikole Lorene Cocker
Christine Marie Colson
Karen A. Corleto
Ashley Elizabeth Cox
Tina N. Dang
Luis Gabriel Daniels
Alejandro Davalos Ospina
Charles M. Davis
Bianca Alexis De Leon
Faiyzan Nizar Dhanani
Carla Dixon
Mary Tyler Dobson
Alex Nicole Edwards
Bejier DeVee-LaVon Edwards
Ana M. Estrada
Jacquelyn Monique Faniel ²
Aalia F. Farukhi
Auston T. Fertak ¹
Meredith Marie Fick ³
Gayle Fleming
Elizabeth Flores
Alexia Chardae' Foster
Joseph R. Foteh
Chelsea E. Fowler
Antyonesia Lashae Freeman
Daniela Raquelina Garcia
Grant William Gibbs
Carlos Anthony Gomez
Alexis Danielle Gonzalez ³
Aaron Joseph Green
Carolina Guajardo
Kayla LeAnn Guanajuato
Crystal Agirre Gutierrez
Ian James Gutierrez
Mariam Lynn Hajiebrahimi
Aaron Hall
Kristin M. Henry
Shimira C. Henry
Gabriel Victor Marcus Hernandez
Irvin Marcial Hernandez
Ashley Nichole Hurst
Tammy T. Huynh
Tuan Huynh
Umi Imanke
Mereen Jacob
Dane Christopher Jensen
Aaron Daniel Johnson
Jennifer Claire Johnston
Jimmie Jones III
Jeanine Fuad Kasem
Abigail Tadele Kassa
Sophia Babar Khan ¹
Juliet Marie Landa
Nam Phong Le ²
Nicholas Fern Ledermann ³
Nina Yunan Liu
Tabetha Lopez
Alexandra Tram-Anh Luu
Anita Malik
Jeffrey Paul Manlongat
Christopher James Martin
Meliza Martinez Rivera
David Matthew McClain
Katie A. Mcclosky ³
Matthew Kent McGregor
Miriam Mena
Alexandra Michalopoulos ²
Constantina Michalopoulos ¹
Anjelica Ryan Midkiff
Rachel Miller
Jennifer Nicole Milican ²
Rosemary Molinari
Amber Lashae Moore
Mario E. Morales
Nancy Elaine Nardone ²
Ashlee Danielle Nash
Christina Nguyen
Christopher Nguyen ³
Diana Truong Nguyen ³
Magge Ngoc Nguyen
Mary Elissa Ogden ²
Stanley Ogche Okike
Sarah A. Oliver
Alfonso Perez
Joel Perez
Dennis J. Perez Jr.
Darryl Anthony Perkins
Mary Elizabeth White Perkins
Gabriela Pol-Hurtado
Damon Ponder
Christina N. Prak ¹
Rashi Prakash ¹
Stefanie V. Prokopiou ²
Cornelius J. Provost
Megan Nicole Purvis
Ayesha Qureshi ³
Saruka Ratnasingam
Cathrine A. Reed ²
Matthew J. Rhone
Amy Rivera ³
Peter Joseph Runco
Mariya Salakhudin ²
Nadera Salem
Christine Terese Salinas
Andre Robert Scanlon
Samuel M. Scott ³
Ranjeel Serrano ²
Michell H. Shin
Brett Andrew Siders ¹
Ryne Lin Silva
Xavier Armond Simien
Clara Ariel Slayton
Ryan Taylor Smith
Tonicia D Smith
José W. Soria
Thomas Leroy Stanley ²
Rachel Elaine Strickland
Saida Sultana
Meagen Nicole Terry
Flor Umanzor
Nicholas Anthony Vallatini ³
Christopher James Van Horn
Nadine Vega
Shavone Dechelle Venegas
John Taylor Von Collin
Wesley Dinh Vu
Chelsey Watson
Ieshia D. Williams ³
Ryane D. Woods
Andrew Lie Yauw
Christopher Thomas Young ²

Hispanic Studies

Banner Bearers:
- Laura Vazquez ¹
- Elham S. Ali
- Marisa I. Ampudia
- Samantha Baker ¹
- Laura E. Carter ¹
- Ana Maria Castillo
- Mary Stephanie Chen
- Deandria M. Covington
- Biancka Chaise Donaldson
- Adriana Beatriz Duarte
- Nadia Janneth Godoy
- Stephanie Lorena Hernandez
- Long N. Le
- Jorge Manrique ²
- Emperatriz M. Murillo
- Debora Olalla
- Carla B. Pelaesz Reyes
- Diana Vanessa Pena
- Andrea Pizzolo ³
- Claudia Portwood ²
- Christopher Ruben Serrano ²
- Abigail Solis
- Armand H. Viscarri ²

History

Banner Bearers:
- Lauren Marie Hamlin ¹
- Sydnie Danielle Andrews
- Kimberly Ann Barton
- Cari A. Beam ²
- Casey Gail Bell
- William P. Brown
- Kendrick A. Calles ³
- Simone Jin-Marie Cannon ³
- Angel Geovanny Coja
- Cynthia De La Fuente

¹ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ³ Cum Laude - ⁴ University Honors Program
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Matthew T. Edwards
Steven Blake Hagelston ³
James Byron Harrison
Carolyn Joy Hester
Jeffrey Michael Hill
Christopher Neal Holmes
Vince Edward Luna
Jordan Elizabeth Marantis ³
Antonio Milian
Nicole Renae Palacios
Humberto Perez
Jared Scott Powers
Nicholas Chase Rasco
Eric Wade Rasmussen
Amerjit Kaur Sheemar
Jaspreet Singh
Sarah L. Smith
Nicholas Philip Stallman
Hunter Thomas Steiner ²
Ray Jay Batiste
Katelyn Rose Baxter
Dylan T. Blackwell ²
Kristy Nicole Brooks ²
Brian L. Broussard
Alex B. Brown
Sladjana Buncic
Ero Isaac Crabtree
Milad Davoodi
Tommy A. De La Paz
Adrienne M. Deleon
Demondre R. Dooley ³
Samary Zapopan Espinoza
Christopher Julian Esquivel
Erik M. Fay
Richard Andrew Fernandez Jr. Mark Flores
Michele L. Gaddis
Teresita D. Gaona
Andrew Joseph Gille
Nadia Janneth Godoy
Mandy Gordillo
Uyen-Thi Thi Ho ³
Jasmin Rae Homer
Monte Sue Houston
Dawn P. Hunt
Kenneth Wilmore Inman
Zachary Irons
Kaelya Allenye Johnson
Ian Walter Jones
Andrew Richmond Knop ²
Matthew Abrahm Lea
Ariel Nicole Lira ³
Everson Dion Lofton
Anjela Janette Martinez
Emaan Masihatulla
Alexandra Frank Matthews
Jim P. Mcbee
Abigal Drue McKenzie
Shelby Nicole McPhail
Travis C. Moers ³
Christina Baohni Nguyen
Oscar Ortiz Jr.
Humberto Perez
Ana Paula Perez-Funes
Kyle B. Powers
Charles Allen Prothro
Brenda Resendiz
Hunter Michael Robinson

Jason Joaquin Rocha
Rabia Sheikh
Marla Elizabeth Soriano
Lesli A. Sorto
Nicholas Philip Stallman
Sepinood NYPTabrizi ³
Nadia Faith Tazezhadeh
Chibuenyim C. Ubani ³
Elizabeth Vasquez Taylor
Patrick Vigil
Zhengyuan Zhang

PSYCHOLOGY
Banner Bearer: Ludlvina Gutierrez ³
Helen F. Abraha
Adjoa A. Achambpong
Hailey Michelle Acosta
Elizabeth Ann Penn Adair
Kennykni Shynelle Adams
Maria T. Adeoti ³
Amanda Kirsten Alger
Sehrish Aman Ali ³
Hanin Allahalh
Cherese Dante Allen
Rachele L. Almonte ²
Lori Rouchelle Amor
Chioma C. Aryanwu
Devon O’Neil Asphall ³
Ellen Rainey Atkinson
Danielle J. Bailey
Priscilla Amy Balderas
Dayna Elizabeth Bates
Robert Jason Beasley ³
Sarah Benefiel ²
Jasen Lee Blum
Cameron Grace Blundell
Shelby Rene Bollig
Jessica Bonilla
Tanea Rejone Booker
Angelia N. Brown
Jesse W. Buchanan
Jennifer Truc Thy Bui
Zachary Adam Bumgarner
Karen Marisol Calderon
Will A. Canas ³
Luis Edgardo Canul
Amanda C. Carranza ³
Nathalie Christine Carre ³
Ana Maria Castillo
Michael Melvin Castillo
Anairis Ahide Cavazos
Amisadai A. Cazarez
Marcy Willis Chadwell
Victoria A. Chaves ³
Yvonne Chen ¹
Shirley Cheung
Uluaku Darlene Chidolue
Libby Chihuahua

³ Summa Cum Laude - ² Magna Cum Laude - ¹ Cum Laude - ⁴ University Honors Program
Jovelle Kawai Chung
Zeynep Cifci
Jessica Michelle Colon
Wendy Contreras
Samantha Victoria Cuevas
Lauren Ashley Curry
Luis Gabriel Daniels
Baely Ann San Nicolas Dela Cruz
Anthony Charles Delgado
Christine Dina
Vanessa Dino
Melissa Orphe Drake
Adriana Beatriz Duarte
Amber D. Dunn
Shuvanzan Dwa
Cherika Nicole Edwards
Michelle J. Edwards
Josiah Enciso
Sahar S. Eshtehardi
Laura Ann Failla
Daniel Bryce Ferguson
Erica Flores
Kyeisha Foreman
Jimena Forn
Jason Rashard Franklin
Jacob David Fuller
Mariana Garcia
Zbolon Geizel
Roshney George
Trenshae’ Nicole Gilbert
Christina Joy Gilber
Alexandra Catherine Golden
Leopoldine Eva Golunski
Amayrani Jannin Gomez
Lara Dallas Gomez
Christyann Nathale Gonzalez
Eliana Gonzalez
Rebecca Anna Gonzalez
Andrew A. Grant
Preston F. Gray
Daniel D. Green
Leslie A. Grundy
Trevor M. Hall
Dawn Hancock
Tasifa Haque
Annie Lafaith Hardage
Kelly Austin Harrison
Elizabeth Ann Morrison Hatter
Gabriella Elaine Hauser
Jennifer Liliana Hernandez
Donald Kristopher Huhn
Hung C. Huynh
Maria De Jesus Ibarran Hernandez
Sumreena Irfan
Sninhya Iyengar
Naina Janjua
Chiara Lili Jaranilla
Humra Javaid
Zubair Khalid Jawaid
Mohamad Jawdat Kaawach
Adriana Patricia Kalinichuk
Jaswinder Kaur
Nicole L. Kessler
Daniel H. Kish
Markelle M. Klauser
Victoria Paige Lapaglia
Brittney Alyse Lara
Misha Lareab
Carla Yvette Lazo
April Jean Leal
Lawrence Raymond Leon
Leslie E. Little
Kettenia A. Loggins
Andres I. Loperena
Michele Hibla Malik
Marycarmen Maltez
Kathryn Azile Vaughan Manning
James Martinez
Monica Martinez
Kimberly Victoria Mashayekhi
Lyndsay Marie Maturano
Stuart S. Maudlin
Katherine Anne McElvaney
Jessica Medina
Brittany Alexandra Melton
Tatiana Marie Miller
Bijan Mohelian
Hasina Momin
Marissa Moore
Patricia Cristina Morales
Brittany Michelle Morris
Sarah Tahani Naguib
Syeda Sumbol Nasar
Sara Nedaeh
Hannah M. Nicholson
Alex Blaine Nordan
Egbearung Ojong
Asreilla Cheray Sal’lee Oliver
Emilio Ontiveros
Maryanne Caroline Ortiz
Melody Pahlavan
Amy Lynn Patterson
Chloe Noelle Paz
Alessia Elizabeth Perlino
Kim-Hue Thi Phan
Cambresha Picou
Jordan Ashley Pierce
Claudia Portwood
Lauren D. Raggio
Aila Ramirez
Edgar Ramirez
Mandy Ramirez
Kristina Ashley Ramjit
Luz M. Rebollar
April Reese
Alton Riggins
Anthony J. Ringer
Emile Marie Rivera
Jamie Lee Robertson
Eduarda Grabner Rodrigues
Jessica Ann Rodriguez
Alicia R. Ross
Israel Alvarado Ruelas
Shabnam Saeedi
Melissa Yvette Sahagun
Monica Salas
Muqaddas Sarwar
Lauren Else Schultz-Kappes
Patrice A. Scully
Rachel Shani
Jeanine Maria Sheehan
Nadia Wasim Sheikh
Taylor Noel Shipley
Hiba Siddiqui
Rachel Elizabeth Simmon
Matthew Sinclair
Yacoub Sinta
Teraka Ivory Smith-Colbert
Abigail Sols
Andrea D. Stout
Paloma Tatur
Chanel Latrice Tapper
Zoha Syed Tarig
Cora Ann Tefertiller
Daundreia D’Nique Thompson
Erandeni Guadalupe Torres
Michael Nguyen Tran
Lynne Margaret Truss
Oluchi Chiijoke Ukwuagu
Megan Rene Valenzuela
Megan Ashley Vana
Tamara Renee Vara
Brittany Michelle Vega
Francisco Eduardo Villareal
Pedro Villareal
Yvonne Hao Vo
Jon-Claude Nigel Waht
Meghan Katherine Wells
Juana Nechele Williams
Raven Symone Williams
Jarrid C. Wilson
Julianne Marcella Wilson
Julie Marie Wren
Melisa Yanez
Rachel Zbolon
Dessire Zuniga

Sociology

Banner Bearer:
Sydney Marie Warren

Marissa Marie Ashton
Marilyn Bangs
Karana Shea Bowen
Alexandria Ann Bunch
Ryan Hinog Castillo

Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude - 4 University Honors Program
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Raymond L. Craft Jr.
Camilla R. Dixon Sutton
William Oren Garrett III
Jacklyn Guerra
Kesha Lecole Lucky
Austin Brady Lunsford
Michelle Mendez
Jordan Chanel Mills
Fontana Dean Pitcock
Jessica Ann Rodriguez
Nigaar S. Sanchez
Rachel Leigh Sechelski
Angela Michelle Settlemyre
Matthew Sinclair
Kasie Lindsay Talon
Ha Le Nhi Tran
Rajpriya Venkatarajan
Marcus A. Weyermann
Kimbria D. Worley

Theatre and Dance

Banner Bearer:
Christine A. Wines
Christopher Mekail Battle-Williams
Chelsea Marie Bollman
Sarah Alexandra Cross
Elizabeth Ann Jordan
Matthew Ryan Padora

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude - 4 University Honors Program
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Valentyna Katsalap</td>
<td>Impacts of Labor Market Policies: Evidence Using German Firm-Level Data</td>
<td>Dr. Aimee Chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Kathy G. Fellers</td>
<td>A Study in Contrasts: Mary Collier and Mary Leapor's Diverse Contributions to Eighteenth-Century British Laboring-Class Women's Poetry</td>
<td>Dr. David Mazella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Kelsie Jack Jackson</td>
<td>“Such a Tornado”: The Life and Times of James Thomson Callender</td>
<td>Dr. James Kirby Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Health and Human Performance</td>
<td>Michelle Lynn Miley</td>
<td>Thirdspace Explorations in Online Writing Studios: Writing Centers, Writing in the Disciplines and First Year Composition in the Corporate University</td>
<td>Dr. James T. Zebroski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Julia Mundy</td>
<td>Preliminary Examination of a Group CBT Treatment for the Parents of Young Anxious Children</td>
<td>Dr. John Vincent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Kimberly Raghubar</td>
<td>Neurocognitive Correlates of Mathematical Processing in School-Aged Children with Spina Bifida and Their Typically Developing Peers</td>
<td>Dr. Paul T. Cirino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
<td>Matylda Osika</td>
<td>What to Expect When You Are Expecting: An Examination of Expectancy Confirmations, Expectancy Violations, Similarity, and Assumed Similarity in Dating Relationships</td>
<td>Dr. Linda Acitelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Veronica Caro</td>
<td>Electoral Competition amid Violence: Evidence from Colombia</td>
<td>Dr. Eduardo Aileen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>Anjali H. Kanoja</td>
<td>Political Awareness and Public Opinion on Health Care Reform</td>
<td>Dr. Jennifer Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Clinical Psychology</td>
<td>Fedora O. Binyi</td>
<td>An Analysis of the Use of Subjective Organization on the Selective Reminding Test in a Sample of Adults with Traumatic Brain Injury</td>
<td>Dr. H. Julia Hanney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Itzel Richarte</td>
<td>El Uso de Pronombres Personales en la Orinalidad Mexicoamericana de Houston, Texas</td>
<td>Dr. Manuel Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Musical Arts</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Matthew A. Cash</td>
<td>The Solo Piano Works of Goolkasian Rahbee</td>
<td>Professor Nancy Weems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Anthropology</td>
<td></td>
<td>James Phillip Washington</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Matylda Osika</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kateryna Chmelova</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Egor Cusmauna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oleksandr Dyban</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ievgen Gavrysh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ruslan Gabaiev</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ina Gresilova</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Iryna Khihrعلومات</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oleksii Khodenko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nataliia Legkga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Igor Lytvynenko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aleh Mazol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marianna Milovanova</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Liliia Murzaieva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mykhailo Oliynyk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zoriana Podlichuk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Valeria Pokidina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ganna Prykhodko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mykola Ryzenkov</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ganna Sagatovych</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Natalia Shapoval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Violeta Skrypnykova</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oleksa Stepaniuk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dzmitryi Ushakou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uliana Zabolotna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kateryna Ananieva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Brokhin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts in Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shih-Hsien Chuang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude - 4 University Honors Program
Iryna Doroshenko
Monica R. Fowler
Jonathan Paul Gaines
K. Alan Khalaf
Ryan P. Krefel
Pavlo Lutsiv
Christine Thuy-Ly Nguyen
Travis Scott Palmer
Logan Keith Poe
Olga Smal
Andrii Starchenko
Cameron Joseph Stawicki
Borys Ulanenko
Stephanie Willis
Qiyun Wu

MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Sheena Michele Garrant

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Kiara De’na Pulliam

MASTER OF ARTS IN HISPANIC STUDIES
Elizabeth Rosario Herndon

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Kimberly L. Howard
Jesse Albert Ortiz Jr.

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Natalie Nichole Castaneda

MASTER OF ARTS IN THEATRE
Ronnie Dean Blount
Drew Quinn Fethers
Jessica Lynne Fisher
Margo Louise Hickman
Helen Hurn
Ryan Adam Ingrim
Diane M. Kaste
Cory S. Kelley
Elizabeth Kelley Mace
Jenna Mate
Kaci Rene’ Rhine

MASTER OF MUSIC
Jesus Humberto Marquez

BACHELOR OF ARTS,
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS,
BACHELOR OF MUSIC,
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

ART
Almendra Castillo 3
Daniel Y. Choe
Maria Gabriela Duarte
Pedro Daniel Hernandez
Yma Marques Luis 3
Katherine Elizabeth McCormick 3
Jacob Ryan Plotte 2
Matthew James Price
Maryam Sohail 3
Trevor Ethan Southard
Stacey Ann Troutman
Briauna Shacole Versa
Ana Cristina Villagomez 1

COMMUNICATION
Isaac Anthony Adame 3
Erika D. Aguirre
Lauren Ashley Alford
Joshua Nelson Araujo
Ryan W. Benson 3
Stefani Ray Crowe 2
Valerie A. Cruz
Annie Marie Czepinski
Jade E. Daniels
Priya RameshBhai Desai
Lance Bobby Dike
Hannah E. Exley
John R. Grobe
Joanna Elizabeth Guzman
Stacey Diane Karr
Radha Khetpal 2
Malcolm Cameron King
Kevin R. Kuo 2
Lillian Lin 3
Robyn Lyn 1
Sean Peter McCarthy
Candace Paige McKenney
Ethan Nguyen Nash
Sarah Britney Ogu
Jellal Oluwatosi Olarinde
Rhian Ashley Pratt
Lauren Chantel Rampersad
James Michael Robinson
Christian Rudolf Sandoval
Lorna McLean Simpson
Oluwatoni Femi Soyebo
Erik Stanley
Courtney J. Tindale
Maritza Alejandra Vela
Olivia Walden 3
Rebecca Laine Walkup
Kelci Chanel Wallace

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Jessica R. Carodine 1

COMPARATIVE CULTURAL STUDIES
Anthropology
Matthew James Becker
Thomas Alan Ellington III
Jessica N. Olsen

Liberal Studies
Grace Rabonza Aranda 3
Julia Hester
Tiffnie Nichole Peters

ECONOMICS
Alexander J. Anastas
Scott Aaron Bernstein
Ghislain Elgeo Kevin Bozanga
Thien An Cao
Robert J. Dennis
Daniel Morrison Haire 1
Mavis Estelle King
Nicholas Charles McLin
Patrick Megna 3
Alan Leighton Mills
Tofique Rehman Nizamani
James Barry Perilloux II
Ray Anthony Velazquez
William Robert Wied 3

ENGLISH
Edgardo Aguilar Arce 3
Giselle Marie Andujar
Matthew Allen Baker
Daniel J. Chang 3
Daniel Morrison Haire 1
Jaymes Patrick Holmes
Sheilla I. Jozami
Hwan Hee Kim
Ngoc-Han Nguyen 1
Lara Lane Norman
Jasmine Monique Thomas
Wentian Zhou

HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
Randy Acevedo
Ebenezer Olukorede Akedolu 3
Joseph Reynero Black
Royal Lavois Black
Jamie Catherine Bragan

* Summa Cum Laude • Magna Cum Laude • Cum Laude • University Honors Program
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

History
Monica Natalia Abasolo 2
Jacob Robert Gibson
Jaqueline Gutierrez
Morgan Roels Hopson
Daniel F. Miles
Javier G. Moya Jr.
Felicitas Isabel Pereyra
Suleman Sultan
Zachary Paul William Tews
Yazmin L. Valdez

Modern and Classical Languages
Yu Rachel Shyr

Music
Andrew Michael Dugas 2
Walter Ryan Frenk

Philosophy
Shahzad Ahmed Khan

Political Science
Christopher Lee Claunch
Nicholas Alexander Cody
Evan Adams Flaherty 3
Jaqueline Gutierrez
Tarek Najeeb Haidar
Shiraya Genea Jackson
Lisa Anne Jenkins 3
Felipe Jimenez
Stephanie April Knoppe
Delaney Cassie Little
Javier G. Moya Jr.
Rosa Thuy Nguyen
Wajih Ur Rahman
R. Austin Taylor 2
Stephen Paul Warren

Psychology
Alessandra G. Jaime Beachy 2
Samantha Benitez
Priscilla Ann Bigner
Tellis Raymond Brossard
Alessia Bulsara 1
Martha Isela Cadesa
Tyler Loren Calvin 4
Amanda C. Carranza
Natasha M. Child
Abrar Habib Chowdhury 3
Sarah Gabrielle Clouse

Anthony Charles Delgado
Duyen Thuy Doan
Emily Camille Escobar
Christy Lee Garrett
Jessica Gautney
Julia C. Giuffre
Manuel Guel Jr. 3
Gerardo Roel Guzman Jr.
Annie LaFaiha Hardage
Chelsea Elizabeth Hendricks
Justin Keegan Hill 3
Michelle Maria Hines
Kristopher R. Hufstedler
Clayton S. Kriewaldt 1
Charity Lambert 3
Shakari La’Niqua Leday
Katerine S. Longoria 2
Nour A. Noueilaty
Raheel Syed Nusratullah 3
Leila C. Ofobeze
Danielle Souris Pate
Aaron Patterson
Holly Gwynn Pryor 3
Cynthia Magaly Quevedo
Tabitha R. Ross
Renee’ S. Rubendall
Crystal Renee Spring
Brittany M. Stevens
Rachel Stroman
Matthew A. Taylor
Corey Lynn Thomasson
Griselda C. Tovar 3
Christine H. Tran
Eva Elizabeth Vance
Rex Alexander Weir

Sociology
Rosa Thuy Nguyen
Blake Edward Riley

1 Summa Cum Laude - 2 Magna Cum Laude - 3 Cum Laude - 4 University Honors Program
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

Candidates for Graduation

December 2013

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Biochemistry
Carl W. Carruthers
Advisor: Jan-Ake Gustafsson, Ph.D.
Haosi Chen
Advisor: Xiaolan Gao, Ph.D.

Biology
Chamala Ama
Advisor: Brigitte Dauwalder

Computer Science
Emil Bilgazyev
Advisor: Ernst Leiss, Ph.D.
Wei Ding
Advisor: Barbara Chapman, Ph.D.
Deepak Eachempati
Advisor: Barbara Chapman, Ph.D.
Son Minh Hoang
Advisor: Ricardo Vilalta, Ph.D.
Vishwanath Venkatesan
Advisor: Edgar Gabriel, Ph.D.

Geology
Daniel Bryant Imrecke
Advisor: Alexander Robinson, Ph.D.

Geophysics
Li Lun
Advisor: Albing Li, Ph.D.

Mathematics
Manisha Bhardwaj
Advisor: Kresimir Josic, Ph.D.
Ao Kong
Advisor: Robert Azencott, Ph.D.
Puchen Liu
Advisor: James Auchmuty, Ph.D.
Mauricio Alexander Rivas
Advisor: James Auchmuty, Ph.D.
Yao Yu
Advisor: Tsorng-Whay Pan, Ph.D.

Physics
Debtanu De
Advisor: Haibing Peng, Ph.D.
Hong Liang
Advisor: Arthur Weglein, Ph.D.
James D. Mayhan Jr.
Advisor: Arthur Weglein, Ph.D.
Yousef I. Romiah
Advisor: Goerge Reiter, Ph.D.
Kalyan Sasmal
Advisor: John Miller, Ph.D.
Nicholas Stoffle
Advisor: Lawrence Pinsky, Ph.D.
Santiago Trevino Ill
Advisor: Kevin Bassler, Ph.D.
Neika Chithrani Wijesinghe
Advisor: Donald Khouri, Ph.D.
Jiming Zhang
Advisor: Pei-Herng Hor, Ph.D.
Xin Zhang
Advisor: Seamus Curran, Ph.D.

MASTER OF ARTS

Mathematics
Jason McClain Broussard
Jill Ann Swindells
Debra Trees

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Atmospheric Science
Michele Helene Kocen
Teresa K. Spohn
Carli-Sue Wilmot

Chemistry
David Futur

Computer Science
Deepa Aishwarya Balaparakash
Mayank Charnoli
Rucha Deshpande
Joseph W. Dombrowski
Anirup Dutta
Anil Gummadi
M GozalIslam
Siddharth Joshi
Srinivas Kodali
James Robert LaGrone
Mohammed Shoaib Quraishi
Bangsheng Sui
Mahmut Unan
Chen Xi

Geology
James Androwski
Lloyd Daniel Burnett
Toby Michael Burrough
Marcus A. Chrobback
Megan Anne Cook
Michael Scott Gallion
Allegre C. Giblin
Therica Esther Grosshans
Nataliya Guseva
Kevin B. Hall
Jason D. Kegel
Ryan Bocage Kimble
Suiku G. Kose
Kathryn R. Larsen
Jason Kent Morgan
Nam H. Nguyen
Ming-kang Shih
Melahat Aslı Surek

Geophysics
Omer Akbas
Emily Allinson
Musa Ibrahim Atekpa
James Desmond
Viterbo Manuel Guedez Parra
Fei lei Huang
Udonsi Olugu Kalu
Robert Magee
Jarrett Ryan Pierce
Tuna Alpay Sansal
Matthew Sharrock
Kathleen Larkin Spires
Justin Say Oei Tan
Xixi Wang
Yunyun Wang
Kenan Yazan
Miyu Zhang

Mathematics
James Andrew Chang

Physics
Gregg Allen Edeen
Liao Song

Bachelor of Arts

Chemistry
Roopam Jarival
Jennifer Rachel Meeks

Earth Science
Patrick Antonio Alvarez

Mathematics
Tri Huu Huynh

Bachelor of Science

Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences
Chinonso A. Ahuna
Nealkanth Bhakta
Esmeralda Carrillo
Theresa Hong Duong
Nazran Elmi
Nilufar Jawoher Fath

* Summa Cum Laude - ^ Magna Cum Laude - • Cum Laude - • Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Adrian Hernandez
Mai Thi Anh Huynh
Bilal Mohammed Jalili
Khadija Mohamed Mbarak
Jeffrey T. Mindrebo
Maria Mogorodi
Melissa Gabrielle Mohammed
Daniel Van Nguyen
Samantha Nguyen
Yash J. Patel
Aphisit Penmoon
Humza Saliuddin Tahir
Hiep T. Vo
Susan Renee Zamora

Biology
Effat Ebrahimzadeh Ahmadi
Karama Alalwan
Muaamar B. Al-Baldawi
Samuel Alexander
David Eduardo Alvarado
Mohammed Faisal Asaad
Nastaran Ashtari
Stephanie Avila
Calena Janine Brown
Isaac Burgos Jr.
Daniel Caicedo
Nha Cao
Julienne Reyes Banan
Margaret Diane Befroui
Hameed Bello
Jerinamarie V. Bernardo
Michael Jose Boza
Larry Esteban Broome
Calera Janine Brown
Shaynora Marie Brown
David J. Gelovani
Mostafa Jubayar Hasan
Anthony G. Hoang
Bryan C. Nwosah
Thien Nguyen
Ngan T. Nguyen-Le
Mitra Angelique Niakian
Crystal U. Oparaeka
Norberto Eusebio Ortega
Christine E. Palmares
Katherine Lee Palmer
Sana Pasha
Jennifer T. Phung
Kieberi Isaisa Pita
Daniel J. Reichek
Taylor M. Reiner
Alexander Scott Rush
Carey Jonathan Sadd
Mahak Saad
Aishwarya Sagar
Steven H. Saing
Rebecca Sawadogo
Christopher Saravorn Sek
Farah Shakil
Mohammed F. Siddiqui
Rekik Kebede Simeone
Stephen Andre Stocker
Keith Jared Villanueva Talamor
Josephine C. Tang
Bryan Adam Thomas
Maria Tolkacheva
Lacie Jade Ulrich
Clement H. Vo
Martha S. Wohlgemuth
Karen Lee Wong
Philip Yingyod
Mazen Hanna Zabak
Laura Zamora Bejar
Tony Kaili Zhang

Chemistry
Oyinkansola Olamide Adeoye
Long Hoang Do
Andrew Micheal Eisterhold
Dzung Hong Huynh
Rubiz Izuquierdo
Brenden Patrick Kileen
Truc Thanh Le
Cherie Mannique

Amanda Danielle Miller
Hanh Le Phuong Nguyen
Aphisit Penmoon
Christian Jacobo Ruiz
Duc Minh Tran
Aphisit Penmoon
Phat Trieu Truong
Lynn Vu
James Lester Williams

Computer Science
Jacob S. Bolton
John C. Cates
Kevin Eric Correll
Paulino Garza
Alexandro Jimenez
Chris Daniel Lin
Christopher Joseph Lopez
Hai Long Ly
Nhung Hong Nguyen
Bryan C. Nwosah
Vu Huy Phan
Anthonylemin Dinh Tran
Lance Truong
Wilmor Aristides Turcios

Computer Science-Business
Randa Khaled Binali Alatiazi
Johnathan L. Evans
Nam Phuong Le
Khoa Van Phan
Jonathan Michael Sanders
Nishwal Nginbhai Vaghela
Ha Vu
Malcolm Lee West

Computer Science-Software Design
James Matthew Bates
Cody Jay Beers
Harsh Bhasin
Roberto A. Chupin
Christopher Cruz
Joshua B. Hand
Phillip Richard James Hares
Sean Michael Howard
Robert Guy Keevil
Chuong Tan Dinh Le
Wilfred M. Lim
Andrew Christopher Mbiam
Matthew Thomas McCaslin
Sam G. Messina
Brian Linh Nguyen
Corey James Pon
Daniel Robert Southward
Anthony Valle
Carl Justus Van Der Smissen II
Blake William Vansickle
Josue Villarreal
Oscar Villarreal
Anthony Chen White

* Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Environmental Science-Environmental Systems and Modeling
Jessica Godoy
Lauren Marie Harper
Estefani Daniela Jimenez
Robert Lopez
Heshan D. Pethiyagoda
Sherricka Yvette Robinson
Maria Eugenia Velasco

Geology
Nicolas C. Bartschi
William Howard Bogardus
Kevin Nguyen
Thomas Michael Oswald
Ida Shalilian
Michael A. Sifuentes

Geophysics
Joshua Lewis Brothers
Michael Wayne Howell

Mathematical Biology
Kayla Mullet Bicol
Yeva Shul’Kevych Cucco
Ashlyn Elsa Jose
Brissa Maria Moreno-Martinez
Kathya Ines Zamora

Mathematics
Abdul Ahad Ahmed
Alejandra M. Ayala
Adam Joseph Cantor
Huong Ngoc Chau
Justin Lee Cobb
Elizabeth Cruz
Felipe Alfonso Dominguez
Alicia Po-Young Dybala
Timothy James Fellwock
Allen Michael Gaible

Physics
Fabian Ng
Kevin Corey Springer
Rushan Wasim

* Summa Cum Laude - Magna Cum Laude - Cum Laude - Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
College of Natural Sciences
and Mathematics

Graduates
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Doctor of Philosophy

Biology
Jinyu Chen  
Advisor: Zhang Weihua, Ph.D.
Feng Gu  
Advisor: Jokubas Ziburkus, Ph.D.
Jayantha Hema Bandara Tennakoon  
Advisor: Daniel Frigo, Ph.D.
Thilini P. Wijesekera  
Advisor: Brigitte Dauwalder, Ph.D.

Chemistry
Ngozi E. Amuneke  
Advisor: Angela Moeller, Ph.D.
Jack Deodato Jacob  
Advisor: Steve Baldelli, Ph.D.
Bo Sang Kim  
Advisor: T. Randall Lee, Ph.D.
Songtham Ruangchaithaweesuk  
Advisor: Shoujun Xu, Ph.D.
Rosanna Angela Soriaga  
Advisor: David Hoffman, Ph.D.
Oussama Zenasni  
Advisor: T. Randall Lee, Ph.D.

Computer Science
Ayodunni O. Aribuki  
Advisor: Ernst Leiss, Ph.D.
Hakan Haberdar  
Advisor: Shishir Shah, Ph.D.
Kshitij Viresh Mehta  
Advisor: Edgar Gabriel, Ph.D.
Khai Nguyen Tran  
Advisor: Shishir Shah, Ph.D.
Guillaume Linh Tran-Son-Tay  
Advisor: Marc Garbey, Ph.D.

Geology
Simon Ecjequu  
Advisor: Kadyr Bissada, Ph.D.

Mathematics
Aanchal Aggarwal  
Advisor: Robert Azencott, Ph.D.
Zhiheng Liu  
Advisor: Ronald Hoppe, Ph.D.
Anushaya Mohapatra  
Advisor: William Ott, Ph.D.

Maureen Royce  
Advisor: David Blecher, Ph.D.
Vandana Sharma  
Advisor: Jeffrey Morgan, Ph.D.
James Trousdale  
Advisor: Kresimir Josic, Ph.D.

Physics
Kao-Chen Liang  
Advisor: Ching Wu Chu, Ph.D.

Master of Arts

Mathematics
Sara Atchison Bany  
Michael James Tummins

Master of Science

Biology
Weiifu Li
Chemistry
Dong Hyun Koo

Computer Science
Zechun Cao  
Vishal Raj Naidu Caunchi  
Sindhura Kattamneni  
Jasmeet Kaur  
Sivananda Swamy Koya  
Nicole Gertruda Aleida Lepoutre  
Ziyi Liu  
Krishna Chaitanya Manne  
Harshandan Nyshadham  
John Brentan Francis Xavier  
Yuanfeng Wen

Geology
Nicole Frances Arres  
Alex Jefferson Dale  
Stephen J. Frazier  
Henry Jose Herrera Marin  
Uchenna Kenneth Ikediobi  
Hana Najed Kabazi  
An Li  
Johann Antonio Minshaw  
Alli Oluwaseun Oyepeju  
Luis Fernando Pachon Parra  
Justin Lee Polasek  
Colby Patrick Record  
David Ray Reed  
Gabriel Joseph Saenz  
Scott Thomas Shannon  
Jianqiao Wang

Geophysics
Olawale J. Adejuyigbe  
Xinglu Lin  
Ozbul Yapar

Bachelor of Arts

Chemistry
Karin Underbrink

Bachelor of Science

Biochemical and Biophysical Science
Justin I. Mangawang  
Keith L. Riggs  
Philbert Lingho Tseng  
Timothy James Werkman

Biology
Edwin Alexander Camacho  
Lisa Duplissey  
Marisa Rene Miller  
Ashley Nicole Mireles  
Luis Alonso Ojeda Jr.  
Jon Andrew Pierson  
Christopher R. Punch  
Diana Rojas  
Caesar Zayn Tin-U  
Khoa Dang Tran  
Lieve Vazhapilly

Chemistry
Melissa Gayle Dickerson  
Diem Ngoc Vo

Computer Science
Joseph Montgomery Depew  
Esteban Efgenio  
Pastor Manuel Fragoso  
Jacinto Fung  
Ryan K. Lee  
Yi-min Wang  
Joshua Patrick Whitmore  
Zhongliang Xu

Computer Science-Business
Le Huu Nguyen  
Luis Alberto Trejo

Environmental Sciences
Mohammad Rashid Muhtaseb
College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Geology
Mohammad Alkassab
Norma E. Ascencio
Debra L. Bailey
Bridget Keenan Becker
John David Broyles
Carl Alexander Fick
Rachel Funk
Bartholomew Joseph Kovacs
Arden V. Loehr
Kent Jerry Rowley
Jeffrey Y. Ton

Geophysics
Ramandeep Singh Dhillon
Andrew Koller
Ian Jarrett Lindblom
Roberto A. Rangel
Ricardo J. Rosado

Mathematical Biology
Matthew Do

Mathematics
Esteban Efigenio
Jamie Lynn Gutierrez
Shaye Moshe Horwitz
Ilyas M. Patanam
Richard Joseph Walden

Physics
Jonathan Preiss
Candidates for Graduation

December 2013

Master of Science
Construction Management
Samuel Abankwa
Saahir Mohammad Ramji
Shweta Shyam

Engineering Technology
Samuel Abankwa
Salah Uddin Ahmad
Leonardo Chica
Saineheh Donadhi Venkat
Yang Lu
Frank Joseph Mueller
Raja Revanth Narisetty
Srujan Sama
Ricardo Silva

Future Studies in Commerce
Chelsea A. Coffey
Celia Salmeron

Human Resource Development
Lauren Marie Aalund
Jessica Cutler
Melissa Lynn Dillard
Erin E. Foley
Denise Hollingsworth
Megha John Thomas
Todd Khorshid Panah
Khalimah Shakir
Alexandra Christine Stiles
Phí My Tran
Caroline Truong
Anna Vuong
Valerie E. Walker
Jie Xiao

Information Systems Security
Karen Lynn Cook
Preeti Dumpala
Monica E. Haaksmra
Manish Reddy Pannala

Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
Erin Michelle Mitchell
Xiang Zhou

Technology Project Management
Salah Uddin Ahmad
Kristin Janine Bledsoe
Theresa Elaine Borrego
Evangeline Daniel Thiagarajan
Megan Elizabeth Engleit
Ashwini Gengatharanmilla
Oageng Nru George
Monica Danielle Glover
Rosa Magdalena Gouveia Correia

Varthika Reddy Gunna
Eric Joseph Hauser
Joshua M. Kutach
Harriett Denise Lewis
Amanda Lee Lynch
Stephany Marcucci
LeRon Mitchell
Brian Curtis Neumann
David Armand Ramsey
Fatonia Lanette Rivera
Rohan Ramesh Shinde
Suraj T. Subramanian
Randall Gene Svetlik
Andrew John Testa
Brian Elliott Thompson
Anna Vuong
Betsy Clare Walker

Bachelor of Science
Construction Management Department
Construction Management
Andrew G. Abdó
Jose Aguayo
Emmanuel T. Albert
Ahmad Hamdi Allam
Roel J. Badillo
Marco Antonio Cabrera
Frederick Joseph Caamano
Hugo Ruben Chamorro
Alan Michael Combs
Jazmin Diaz
Kerry Parker Erwin Jr.
Edward Franklin Farber
Katherine Fernandez
Richard Frank Gannon
Jhonathan Isiah Garcia
Avelina J. Graham
Charles Justin Greenawalt
Josh Earl Hart
Erick Humberto Hernandez
Jose G. Hernandez
Jose Ramiro Hernandez
David Allen Hogue
Thao Thanh Huynh
Berat Johnson
David E. Jones
Kristopher Matthew Jones
Joshua K. Kise
Jarrett Lauderdale
Juan Manuel Lopez-Vazquez
Manuel Lugo
Eduardo Maldonado
Adrian Alberto Marquez
Eric Martinez

Nathan May
Ashby Michaca
Michael Ray Miles
Eduardo Francisco Morales
Ryan Mark Mravunich
Matthew Hutson Nance
Darrell Dane Pawelka Jr.
Kenneth James Piresmeyer
Nicole Charleen Rawlins
William Matthew Ryan
Andrew Ryle
Justin David Scott
Cory Joe Shivar
Nicholas Stephens
Jessica Anne Stoker
Logan Nasby Strickland
Christopher David Tafoya
Marwan A. Tawashi
Oliver Long Tran
Taha Iqbal Vaid
Jose Alejandro Valle
Stuart Callum Varney
Shiyu Wang
Jessica Ward
Kevin Wheeler
Kodi James Wright

Engineering Technology Department
Biototechnology
Macrina Gomez
William Reeves Goodrum
Osayuki Edokpolor Iyawe
Anna Herrera Huertas
Zoputam Chiamaaka Ogu
Valerie B. Oren
April Sharanath
Evette Skinner

Computer Engineering Technology
Jed Ryan Bentulan Avanzado
Ryan Michael Clark
Justin David Fong
Brian D. Hoffart
Peter L. Kuo
Adrienne H. Low
Tin Thanh Nguyen
Christopher M. Nix
Nicholas D. Nowlin
Alexander Rios
Maroni Rivas
Juan Jose Saiz
John A. Taylor
Sony P. Thomas
Eric J. Torres
Andy Tran
College of Technology

Electrical Power Engineering Technology
Henry Carl Amy Jr. 3
Joseph Patrick Banda 3
Matthew McCaffewy Colvin
Khoa Anh Dang
Jimmy David Ettema 2
Roger Lenn Hayes III 2
Marvin S. Marcia 2
Philip René Palomo
Lam Ngoc Pham
Luis R. Rodriguez
Mike Duytoan Tran
Justin Wade Veselka
Kenneth Daniel Wiggins

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Jossette V. Aguilar
Anas Majed Alqadi
Fabio Wagner Antonio
Luis Miguel Avila 3
Joseph Willis Awino 3
Jose Bolanos
Ashley Jeanetta Burton
Alexander Brandon Cortinas
Kunal D. Daruwala
Kevin Mitchell Diaz
Colton J. Filthaut
Ricardo V. Gonzalez 3
Hector E. Handal
Zhenyu Hou
Alexander E. Jeffreys 3
Matthew W. Ku 3
Jeffrey Kung
Adolfo Leya Jr. 3
Robert Noe Maduro
Darius Kicho Mwaili
Steve Hanh Ngo 3
James Nguyen
Shaun Peterson 2
Zubadur Rahman
Kelly Sonia Ramirez
Alfredo Rodriguez
Giorgio E. Romero
Richard William Sabatini
Curtis Mitchell Thiery II
Nathan Allan Tompkins
Hoang-Tony Anh Tran
Stephen Anthony Windham
Jason Lary Yoakum
Ruxiang Zhou

Human Development and Consumer Sciences Department
Human Resource Development
Alba M. Argueta
Bernave Arredondo 3
Sally Christine Bonds
Fauchetta L. Carey 3
Abbas Sheba Chawla
Kinzai Dwa
Karla Janet Girón-Cruz
Simrath Hasan
Christin Hudson Hayward
Nicole M. Ilori
Ashley Loyce Mahoney
Monna Malik
Genaro Martinez
Bianca Iris Moreno
Destiny M. Outland
Akhil Asutosh Pandya 3
Ariannne Sierra 3
Mark Ashton Smith
Sandra Tejeda
Kaupa Hasmukh Vasan
Paulina Tran 3

Retailing and Consumer Science
Stephany Aguilar
Bayan Al-Ali
Miranda Jane Belansky 3
Eduardo Berrones
Ryan Kelcy Bonnot
Krista K. Boyer
Guion Adebayo Branche
Megan Colby Bright
Juan-Carlos Carbajal 3
Jennifer Thuy Carino
Sajanee Chopra 3
Bianca S. Chowdhury
Christina Elaine Coker 3
Yesenia Flores
Sergio Michael Garcia
Elizabeth Harris
Matthew X. Hernandez
Bria Jane Hagan
Denzel Kennedy
Terril Travis King 3
Nabeel Shaukat Lakhani
Elizabeth Anne Lewis
Alexandria Jamille Little
Cattlin R. Mead
Sylvia K. Nguyen
Kristen M. Parks
Brittainy Marie Perry
Luis Giorgio Riccio
Andrea Rodriguez 2
Taylor Stern Scheps
Ayesha Afaf Shah 2
Paul B. Sonnier 2
Tori Jade Spriggins 2
Erika T. Valladares
Meghan Frances Warren
Brittainy Michelle Weisert
Evan Zhang

Information and Logistics Technology Department
Computer Information Systems
Jonathan David Arambula
Justin R. Basada 3
Evan J. Cabell
Manuel Enrique Cohen 3
Stephen Paul Currie
Malav S. Desai
Manveen S. Dharni
Joseph Brian Eastep 1
Pedro Ritas Ferreira
Kristen K. Gallien 3
Juanita Del Carmen Gonzalez
Dominic Hilber
Andrew Michael Killingsworth 2
Jonathan Phelps Landers
Omar Murby
Eric Khoa Nguyen
Khoa Minh Pham
Minerva Phan
Christopher G. Reid 3
Francisco Javier Rojas
Brian Joel Ruiz
Mark William Rusin 2
Usman Mohammad Siddiqui 3
Danny Louis Soto 1
David Tran 3
Ricky Tran 1
Burrrathessa Ung
Aaron Daily Voilhon 3
Christopher D. Wanja 1
Phillip James Weiner 1

Digital Media
Garron Spencer Ballard 2
Morgan M. Gallies
Katelyn Dianne Clasen
Joshua-Dee Buchanan Jemio
Jeremy Keas
Wardah Saleem 1
Audrea Rachelle Wood

Organizational Leadership and Supervision
Naeem David Abdullah
Kimberly Dawn Ballo 2
Jace R. Brown
Christopher Wayne Crump
Jesse E. Day
Crystal Yvette Duran
Adrian Clark Edmonds
Jessica Dearne Edwards
Moira S. Fraser 2
Robert Eldridge Gay IV
Ashley Kristin Huff
Melissa E. Lopez
Rebekah M. Lovett
Michael S. Mahnke
Blake Edward Manuel
Arianna Martinez-Moody
Ashley Elizabeth McIntyre
Floresthela Montelongo
John O. Omewah
Jalpen Patel
Natalie Elizabeth Peak 3
Linda Kim Pham
Michael Ned Planer Jr.
Emily Clay Posch
College of Technology

Jordan Daniel Rumora
Danielle Rocha Sims
Ginessa Noelle Stark Schaper
Emilio S. Villegas
Cheryl Ann Wroe

Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
Syed Aoun Abbas Naqvi ²
Mark Anthony Bonilla
Letrista S. Brown
Carla Michelle Cook ¹
Jorge Carlos Demichelli
Shane Philip Dore ³
Alicia Jacinto Fielder ¹
Santos Domingo Gonzales
Ricardo O. Guerra

Justin Turner Harris
Zain Abbas Hassan
Gladys Hernandez
Katherine Elizabeth Hoelscher ³
Patrick Kairu
Ershan M. Lakhani ³
Timothy Edward Lane ²
Jiejun Li
Avonte Nakia Lowe ³
Abhik Mallick ³
Melanie D. Mendez ³
Talha Muhammad Merchant
Marcus Dewayne Nowlin ³
Aaron Reuss Parker
Jorge Parra ²

Robyn Melody Pass ¹
David Christopher Ratchford
Caroline Rivera ¹
Karuna M. Rupani ²
Kimberly Peterson Sari
Elizabeth Lauren Scheibe
Raymond Shin ²
Andrea Teresa Silva
Sohe Sisson
Syed Daniyal Taqvi
Tuan Vu Truong
Sebastian Josef Viladot
Ankit Wadhwa
Chrissy Jan Weaver ²
Thomas Edward Zubizarreta

¹ Potential Summa Cum Laude - ² Potential Magna Cum Laude - ³ Potential Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
College of Technology

Graduates
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Master of Science
Construction Management
Lori Bigler
Iswarhyajanani Palanikumar

Engineering Technology
Marcus A. Gamino
David Adam Harden
Kavya Mandhadi

Human Resource Development
Kaitlin Nicole Accardi
Nesrin O. Bunkheila
Darell Antwan Daniels
Mario Enrique Espinosa
Antionette Conley Forrest
Shanna L. Funkhouser
Nivia Ann Gonzalez
Julie Gail Harper Van Dusen
Shipra Kashap
Marie Farah Laroche
Lindsey Michelle Ligon
Nityanand Maharaj
Mayura Kamalakar Pandit
Tiwana Lashea Robinson
Rose M. Rougeau
Vinay Kumar Sanapala
David Douglas Sweeten

Bachelor of Science
Electrical Power Engineering Technology
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Walter Campos
Baker Mohammed Ghanim
Matthew C. Hunter
Magdalena Rodriguez
Tyrone S. Stephenson

Engineering Technology Department
Biotechnology
Louanne C. Honrado

Computer Engineering Technology
Mohamad Reda El-Hajj

Construction Management
Joshua Wade Barbee
Nicholas David Bryan
Padraic Tomas Larkin
Richard Albert Villegas

Human Development and Consumer Sciences Department
Human Resource Development
Brittany Leigh Bradshaw
Angelina Rose Gallion
Danica Rocio Pineda

Retailing and Consumer Science
Rui Guo
Gabriela C. Ochoa
Nicolas Ryan Tobler

Information and Logistics Technology Department
Computer Information Systems
Jeremy Lamar Davis
David S. Harris
David Michael John Jr.
Nhan Quoc Ly
Mark David Mindrup
Stephanie Ann Nuncio
Apoov Saini
Duy M. Ta

Organizational Leadership and Supervision
Boniface James Mbuya
Lindsey Amanda Nguyen
Yosselyn A. Perez
Penny Nikole Railey Garza
David Ray Sanchez

Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
Naveed Noorallah Ali
Leonardo Enrique Chaboudy
Daniel Young Chang
Matthew Lawrence Gooden
Geoffrey Scott Mecklenburg
Pablo Salazar
Kairat Ukaňov

* Potential Summa Cum Laude - * Potential Magna Cum Laude - * Potential Cum Laude - * Banner Bearer (highest GPA in college)
The Honors College at the University of Houston offers students special opportunities to develop their academic abilities. Students who complete the Honors College curriculum (36 hours) and complete a senior honors thesis graduate with University Honors with Honors in Major, the highest distinction that an undergraduate can earn at the University of Houston. Students who complete the Honors College curriculum and elect not to complete a senior honors thesis graduate with University Honors.

Students graduate with Collegiate Honors either by fulfilling the requirements for the honors program in the college of their major, including 21 hours of honors courses; completing an Honors College minor or by completing 21 hours of approved honors courses. If students also complete a senior honors thesis, they graduate with Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major.

Students who affiliate with the Honors College during their undergraduate years and complete fewer than 21 hours of honors courses graduate with Membership in The Honors College. If students also complete a senior honors thesis and fulfill the requirements of their major with distinction, they graduate with Membership in The Honors College with Honors in Major.
The Honors College

C. T. Bauer
College of Business
University Honors
Amanda C. Almaguer
Trevor S. Blalock
Brittany Morgan Bradshaw
Chelsea Paige Childress
Catarina Delgado
Bryan J. Elmer
Ryan Maullon Landrito
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Michelson
Christopher E. Milner
Matthew Aaron Null
Shreya P. Padia
Audra L. Patterson
Lien Quach
Kellen Annette Reid
Rachael M. Samano
Catherine S. Seitz
Colleen S. Seitz
Armen Lee Suny
Spencer T. Thompson
Yu-Chi Watanabe

Membership in The Honors College
Juan S. Rueda

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
University Honors
Gabriella Hauser
Hadley Hollingsworth
Kelley Murlin

University Honors
Rachele Almonte
Bethel Glumac
Zachary Irons
Katie McClusky
Michael Moser
Tarn Ngo
Folasade Onadiji
Kristen Roberts
Joshua Ruddock
Muqaddas Sanwar
Hiba Siddiqui
Brian Veracruz

Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major
Mathieu Jackson
Luke Patterson

Collegiate Honors
Kimberly Cooper
Sydney Gerbracht
Mandy Gordillo
Kimberly Holiday-Coleman
Ngoc Tran
Courtney Wyatt

Membership in The Honors College
with Honors in Major
Christopher Kocurek

College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics
University Honors
Jacob Bolton
John Cates
Roberto Chupin
Kevin Correll
Maria Mogyorodi
Christine Palmarens
Mahak Saad

Membership in The Honors College
Hanan K. Loubani
Katherine Palmer

Honors in Major
Hannah Do
Nilufar Fatih
Mai Thi Huynh
Jeff Mindrebo

College of Technology
University Honors
Ayesha Shah

College of Education
University Honors
Sofia Ruiz

Collegiate Honors
Tina Boushehri
Delisia Price

Cullen
College of Engineering
University Honors
Ann-Marie Leba
December 20, 2013

Dear University of Houston Graduate,

You have succeeded and your mission has been accomplished! Let me start by extending well-deserved congratulations to you, your family, and friends who supported you during your time at the University of Houston. You are graduating from a well-respected institution of higher learning that is among the top research universities in the country.

From this place and time, as you pursue new professional and personal goals, you will follow the path of more than 202,500 alumni who have walked before you. In everything you do, in all that you will undoubtedly accomplish, your pride is shared by the entire UH alumni family.

We need alumni who are active, we need alumni who are involved, and we need alumni who take advantage of all the UH Alumni Association has to offer – come to one of our networking events and maybe find a new job or a new client, stop by the alumni tailgate before football games to enjoy food and drinks with fellow Cougars, take advantage of discounted ticket offers to events at the Moores School of Music. Also, as a new grad, you are entitled to short-term medical insurance discounts. We make it easy for you to be an active Cougar.

As an active alumnus, not only will you receive many perks, but you will also help put dollars back into the university – dollars to fund scholarships, dollars to hire exceptional faculty, and dollars to upgrade the image and face of our institution. You have received the gift of education at UH, now give back. Mentor a student, help a fellow alumnus, recruit future students, and promote UH among those in your circle. Show your pride and light the way for UH’s future.

Allow me to leave you with this parting advice – keep your Cougar connection strong! Whether your destiny takes you around the corner or around the world, always remember that you are a Cougar and always show it. Being an active alumnus is one of the best ways to do that, and we promise to make you as proud of your alma mater as we are proud of you.

With best wishes,

Starlet Agrella (’86, MBA ’89)
Chair, Board of Directors
University of Houston Alumni Association
A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE COMMENCEMENT VOLUNTEERS WHO ASSIST IN MAKING THIS TIME-HONORED EVENT POSSIBLE.

C. T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Joanna Arnold  Nichole Grover  Donna Rickard
Rima Attar  Lucy Hernandez  Natalie Sumrow
Sara Brown  Barry Hutzell  Lemmon Sumuel
Diane Burkett  Cathy Hutzell  Sarayu Sundar
Annice Butler  Britney Hudson  Ramona Taylor
Erica Casillas  John Hunter  Asha Thomas
Emily Clark  Jake Jacobs  Amy Tran
Colleen Davies  Anesia Lamont  Julia Treviño
Avani Dave  Fallon Leverson  Judy Vo
Kathy Dominguez  Crystal Lugo  Joyce Williams
Karina Galvan  Marian Newman  Tiffany Woods
Mary Gould  Dalia Pineda  Tanieka Young
Amber Gresko  Michelle Pouillard

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Michael Ahlf  Paula Leveston  Renee Rattelade
Mari Allen  Alyssa Longoria  Bernice Roberts
Lori Armstrong  Adrian McClain  Paul Roch
Rodger Burke  George McCready  Tim Rosas
Brandie Cleaver  Thu Huong Nguyen  Margaret Spangler
Chrisdolyn Dawson  Kathy Patnaude  Karen Tran
Nina Howard  Rebecca Perez  Eleanor Weaver
Adrian Husband  Daniel Pineda  Anita Wright
Mary Bess Kelley  Michelle Plair  Megan Wright
David Laurence  Jaime Questell  Jaylan Yassin
Velvette Laurence  Michael Rapp  Kimberly Zainfeld

CULLEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Abdul Rahman Abu  Zaniffah Jan  Lesley Sisk
Karina Acuna  Shirley Mate  Nicolette Solano
Analicia Caylor  John Matthews  Janicee Stewart
Sarah Connelly  Rae-Ann Mitchell  Anne Sturm
Michael Craig  Amber Morgan  Yolanda Thomas
Cyrena Edwards  Lupe Munoz  Monica Treviño
James Ekeke  Laura Murphy  Stella Vasquez
Kenneth Garcia  Allison Plosko  Cherish Wallace
Sharon Hall  Rudy Razo  Stephanie Williams
Demetria Harris  Victor Revas
Miranda Vernon-Harrison  Manveer Sidhu

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

Danny Arocha  Jeremy L. Dafoe  Julie Salisbury
Miguel Cabrera  Colleen Gleeson  Kevin Simon
Dianca Chase  Lori Osborn

SPECIAL THANKS

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Kenya Adams
Nakia Alexander
Samantha Ary
Wayne Ashley
Wyndham Bailey
Cagney Cade
Jyoti Cameron
Linda Canales
Amanda Clay
Angela Clifton
Kimberly Cooks
Crishara Cooper
Amanda Clinard
Tamara Cobb
Lesley Dabney
Linda Davis
Elongia Benavides
Marion Foley
Chris Foster
Debra Frazier
Richard Frazier
Geoffrey Pierce

Candyce Gallien
Jennifer Glickman
Sandra Gold-Singleton
Alma Gonzalez
Janie Graham
Irfan Husain
Erika Jimenez
Julie Kofford
Obi Kpando
William Kurth
Brandy Lerman
Chadi Lewis
Edward Manouelian
Anna Marchese
Cathy Medina
Heather Moore
Marla Moreno Jordon
Stacia Morgan
Yolanda Moss
Landis Odoms
Shawn Owens
Joel Pearson

Daphyne Pitre
Amber Pozo
Ruxandra Prodan
Claudia Riggins
Gregory Rhodes
Holly Rogers
Melissa Sanson
Norma Sides
Danina Tate
Juanita Terrell
Jackie Vela
Maricela Villanueva
Michael Vidrine
Audri Villalon
Larendra Watts
Jessica Wheeler
Kimberly Williams
Rama Yousef
Carrie Young
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